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Pre\"ious research suggests that members of the police force are at risk of certain
health problems and exposed to a \'ariety of occupational health hazards. To clarify the
character of these health problems and their association "ith certain occupational hazards
~ l~ police officers in one division of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police were assessed.
Data examined included their overall health. the extent to which this changed over a five
year period (I 994-1 99g). the extent of their exposure to occupational haL'lrds. and the
associ3tion of the hazards \\ith their healt.h status. An expanded definition of heaith was
USI."'d to measure four areas of health: morbidity. health indicators. subjective perceptions
3nd functional capacity. The results revealed that the members of this police division
~orcd high on most measures of health and that there was Iinte change between 1994 and
Iqqg. However. the results suggest that members were at risk for developing cardiac
disease and diabetes. and/or may suffer from chronic conditions. such as asthma and
joint/bJck problems. The male police officers had higher levels of elevated cholesterol
and o~si[y than the general male Ne\\foundland population. Some aspects of police
work were found to be associated with poorer health. These findings arc discussed with
reference to other research on police health.
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Inlroduction
1.1 (h'uvie'"
The health ofCanadians and the factors that influence quality of life has been well
documented in Ihe literature (Federal. Provincial and Territorial Advisory Committee on
Population Heallh. 1996: Heart and Stroke FOWldation ofCanada. 1997: Canadian Heart
Health Research Group. 1992). Canadians as a whole have a high standard of health. but
it is not shared equally by all sectors \\;thin society (Federal. Provincial and Territorial
Advisory Committee on Population Heallh. 1996). For example. "men are more likely to
die prematurely than women. largely as a result of heart disease. falal Wlintentional
injuries. cancer and suicide. While women live longer than men. Ihey arc more likely to
suffer depression. stress overload (often due to effons to balance work and family life).
chronic conditions such as arthritis and allergies. and injuries and death resulting from
family violence" (Federal. Provincial and Territorial Advisory Committee on Population
Health. 1999. p. viii).
There is also evidence that the quality of health varies across occupations and that
physical and psychological conditions of the workplace influences the health and well-
being of working Canadians (Federal. Provincial and Territorial Advisory Comminee on
Population Health. 1999). Occupational health hazards and accidents result in a large
number of deaths and injuries. particularly for those bel\\leen 15 and 40 years of age
(Clarke. 1000: Banister. Allen. Fad!. Bhakthan and Ho....'3!'d. 1988). Different
occupations ha\'e higher rates ofmonality and morbidity than others (Meng. 1991). To
bener understand lhese occupation3l variations there is:lo need 10 examine the health
SUIUS. the health practices. and risk hazards of"arious occupalional groups. This won:
examined these three aspects ....ith respect to the health of police offiCttS.
Police work is an occupation tha.t has. historically. required thai recruits be
healthy. On~ early recruiting posler advertised for
... applicants belwcen the ages of22 and 40. aClive. able-bodied men of
thoroughly sound constitulion:' (Recruiting Poster. Nonhwest Mounled Police.
189j)
Police forces toda~· conlinue to require applicants to be healthy. but they no longer have
gender. height or weight resuictions. The Royal Canadian Mounle<! Police (RCMP) is
the largest police force in Canada. Despite lhis. there has hem relativel~' little research
camed out on the health of its member.;. The central objccli\'Coflhis won: is to
investigate !he health of members of the RCMP. the eXlenl of their exposure 10
occupalionaJ hazards.. and the impact oflhe hazards on their health.
1.2 OefiDiliou or Heallb
1.2.1 Wbalis Heillb?
Our understanding of health. what makes people healthy and how we measure
health has been evolving over the last century. Health is no longer viewed as simply the
absence of disease. but has evo!\'ed into a more holistic inclusive concept. The classic
World Health Otiani23tion's defmition of health as a stale of physical. mental and social
well-being has been refined and extended. For the purposes of this work.. the concept of
health was defined as -a complete state of physicaL mental. and social well·being: the
:tbilil).· to realize hopes and satisfy rwds and to change or cope \l,ith~ en\ironmenC
(Federal. Provincial and Territorial Advisory Conunintt on Population Health. t 996),
This definition is very broad. The challenge in research is to operationaIize this definition
so that we can examine changes and variations.
I.Z.2 What Makes People Hulth~'?
In recent years. researchers have come to realize that there are no simple answers
as to whal makes people healthy. They ha\'e found that heallh is detennined by 3 number
of factors. such as gender. age. socio-«onomic status. occupation and even coun~' of
origin.
The document Sirar~giuforPopulation H~a!lh 119(4) identifies a number of
detc:rm.inants which impact upon a penon's ability to sustain a dynamic state of positive
well·being. The main detenninants identified are:
I) lacome aad Social Slaw: Man)' studies show that health status improves at
each step up the income and social hierarchy. As well. societies which are
reasonably prosperous and have an equitable distribution of wealth have the
healthiest populations. regardless of the amount they spend on health care.
2) Sodal Suppor1 Networks: Support from families. friends and communities is
associated \l,ith better health,
3) EdlKarioa: Health status impro\'es ""ith Ic\'c1 ofeducation. including self-rntings
of positive health or indicators of poor health such as ac:thity limitation or lost
work days. Education increases opportunities for income and job security. and
equips people "ith a sense ofcontrol o\"er life cin:umslanCes - key factors that
influence health.
~ I P"~'5inl Enviroa_nll: Physical factors in the natural envirorunent such as air.
waler and soil qualily are key influences 00 health. Fac:tors in the hwnan·built
emironmeot such as housing. \liOrkplace safet)". community and road design att
also important influences.
5) Biolo~" and GrnrHc Eadow.-rat: The genetic endo"ment of the individual. the
functions of various body systems. and the processes ofdevelopment and aging
are fundamental detenninants ofhea/th. Biological differences in sex. and
socially constructed gender. influence health on an individual and population
basis.
6) Prrsonal Health Practico and Coping Skills: Social em'irorunents thai enablc
and support healthy choices and lifestyles. as well as peoples knowledge.
intentions. behaviours and coping skills for dealing "iIb life in healthy ways. are
key influences on health.
7) Health Mn'ices: Health sen·ices. panicularly those: designed 10 maintain and
promole health and p~\'ent disease. contribute 10 individual and population
health.
81 Emplo~·.rllt ..d WonunC CHditioDs: 11Jost "ith more CQntrol over their
work circwnstanc:es and less stress ~Iated demands of the job are healthier.
Workplace hazMds and injuries ate significant causes ofhealth problems. And
unemployment is associated "ith poorer health.- (Federal. Provincial and
Territorial Ad\isory Committee on I'o~lation Health. 1994. pp. 2·3)
As can be seen. ideOlifying specifically why an individual or society is unhealthy
can be complex. An imponant starting point is establishing meaningful measures of
health.
1.2.3 Ho": Do Wr Mrasure Health?
According to this new conceptual approach. siner health is no longer viewed as
simply the absence of disease. there would need [0 be more to e....a1uating health status
than just measuring morbidity and monality. Raeburn and Rootman (1989) addressed
these challenges of measuring health given the changes in the 'W"3y health is now viewed.
They argue that there is a "surprising lack of correlation bet\\'een hard health measures
such as disability or illness and self·reponed health and well-being... and that the role of
subjective measures "ill be of increasing importance ifjustice is to be done to the broad
n.::w multidimensional approach 10 healUi heralded by the Ooa "3 Charter" (p. 387). As a
result. much of their work has been focussed on finding new "3~·s 10 operationalize this
new\"ision.
In an etTort to make the new concept of health more useful as an analytical tool.
Raeburn and Rootman have put fonh an "expanded health field concept" (Figure 1.2.1 I.
for the purposes of discussion and modification. It provides a template for measuring
health based on the new par:tdigm (Raeburn and Roounan. 1989 p. 390). On the input
side is the determinants of health. which replace the old health field concept. On the
output side is four measurable health outputs: I) morbidityfmonality. traditional negative
and medical-model measures; 2) positi\'e health indicators· measures of good health.
fitness or mental and physical well-being (respiratory capacity. mental vigilance and
locomotor agility); 3) subjective perceptions - peoples subjective appraisals of their
physicaL mental. social well-being well-being. personal health status. satisfaction with
life and spiritual fulfilment; and 4) funclional capacity/coping. overall energy level.
capacity. coping ability and stamina \\ith which people deal effectively \\ith the demands
of e\"cl)'day life. This model \\ill be utilized to measure health in this thesis.
Figure 1.2.1: An Expanded Health Field Con«pl
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13 What is ekeupationl' Health?
Employment and .....orking conditions are imponant determinants ofhealth.
Occupational health is that field of public health dedicated to understanding ho..... people
deal .....ith their .....ork and .....orking em·ironment. both physically and mentally and the
impact of .....ork on workers' health. "The workplace has received increasing anention
from heal!h professionals. workers. employers. and the government. due to; concern
about rising health care costs; an increased understanding of the relationship between
behaviour. working conditions. and heal!h: and the fact !hat many people spend more
time at work than they do at home" (\Vinen. King and Alman. 1989).
Occupational heal!h focuses directly on ho..... the working environment impacts on
health and on identifying "'oays for reducing and even eliminating occupational health
risks. [t is aimed at;
the promotion and maintenance of the highest degree of physical. mental
and social well-being of workers in all occupations: the prevention among
workers of departures from health caused by their working conditions: the
protection of workers in their employment from risks resulting from
factors adverse to health: the placing and maintenance of the worker in an
occupational en\'ironment adapted to IDS physiological and psychological
ability and. to summarize: the adaptation of won.: to man and ofeach man
to his job (Parmeggiani. 1983. p. 1-491).
Recognizing the imponance of early detection.. anticipating problems. changing
beha\·iours. and the need for ongoing health monitoring. many employers today have in
place occup:;ltional health and safety programs. These provide a variety of services that
are offered by various expens or teams of expens .....ith different specialties. For example.
a comprehensive occupational health and safety program might include the formulation
and implementation of policy required for identifYing and dealing with health and safety
problems normally associated ....ith a particular occupation. Such programs are designed
to identify and address health risks before they become a problem.
1.3.1 An Then Variations in Hnltb Betw«n Ottupatioa,?
Certain occupations are more unhealthy than others. Meng (1991) reports that
there are approximately 1.000 job.related dealhs a year in Canada and that the most
dangerous jobs are found in the forestry. mining. and construction occupations. Other
hazardous occupations that were worth noting were air pilots. fishers. and deck crews and
officers on ships.
Although the relationship between work and illness has been generally
recognized. it is often difficult to link specific health problcms to work-related
conditions. because of long latency periods between exposure and ill health. overlap
between work- and non·work·related causes of illness. and inadequate reporting s~'stems
(Winett. et af.. p. :!86-7). There is a need to carT)' out research on specific occupational
groups to determine the stale ofhealth of those groups and any occupational hazards that
may be impacting on their quality of life.
1.3.2 Occupalional [kiermiaaats of Heallb
Polanyi. t!f af (1996) have identified a nwnber of external and internal factors
which contribute to workplace injuries and illness (Table 1.3.1). The external influences
include increased competition and the need 10 increase productivity. flexibility and
inno\'ation in a global economy, This has resulted in two opposing trends occurring in
the workplace: I) finns investing in workers: 2) and. the deterioration of work conditions
with the result being good and bad effects on workers· health, The internal influences
include organizational structure and environmenL task requirements and individual
lifestyle, For funher improvements in working conditions. employers ....ill need to
dc\'e!op strategies that address both these external and internal influences,
Tablc1.J.I: Ode......lSofHqtOiia~eWorkplace
l.enl of S.b-knl of
Brle,..i.... dele........
E.'ttemalisocieuJ SeclClfal
NalionaVglobal
Organizational Tenns of
slnJclureand employment
environment
radon rdak'd 10 womr lteahh
Stnlcturrofbusiness..lechnoloi)'
Government labour and ec:ooomic policies.
economic competition. technological change
Salary. hourly pal' or par b)' piecework
(benefits. shiftwork). safety incenth'es for
rnan&gers and employees. job security (and
tumover)
Decision making Empl~-eeparticipation in decision making
_......
APP'l*h to health Commitmcnl to health and safety facl~
and sar~· (structure. suppon of managemenl)
Ptwsical environmenl Lighting.. noise le\'e1. IOxic uposures. air
an'-sitefacililies quality.elc.
Fitness. dayare
TaskrequiremenlS
Individuallifes~le
Ptl\'sical and
ps;'chosocial
demands
Basic characteristics
Non work demands
Personal resources
Jobcontenl(lifting..tuming..repcliti\·e
movements). equipment used. pace and load
of work, job control, range of skills used.
social support
Age. gender. marital status. health and injuf)
histof)', smoking.. obesit}'. socioeconomic
stltus,educ:alion.languagelbilil)'
Child care and elder care needs
=ion_c:oping skills. family and social
Sou~C': PolanyL t"l ai, (1996)
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IA PoIitt"ealt..
law enforcement is an occupation thaL by its very nature.....1>uld appear to pose a
lMeat 10 the health of police officers. Police officers in carT)'ing out their duties are often
exposed to a variely of circumstances and influences that could impact negatively on both
physical and psychological well-being. These contextual factors that could threaten
health status includes ....itne:ssing fatal accidents: restraining agitated prisoners; or
exposures to indi\iduals infected ....ith hepatitis. HIV or other diseases: expos~ to lead.
chemicals and isotopes: and so on (Trottier and Bro.....n. 1994). Other potential
occupational risks ass.x:iatcd ....ith police .....od.: include: ....1>oong long hours and
shil'tworL.. poordielS .....hile on duty. being stationed in isolated communities a.....ay from
family and friends, or frequent tranSfers. Is this appearance of a threat 10 health by police
work real or imaginary?
A 5e3rch of both Mcdline and HeaJthstar was carried out on police health and
workplace hazards. To date. the research that has been done in this area suggests thaI
there is alinl: between police .....ork and higher rates of mortality. cardio\'ascular disease.
cardiac rislr: factors and cancer (Tronier and Bro""n. 1994. 1995: Bandaranayake.
Salmond and Tobias. 1991: Souttr. van Nenen and Brands. 1992; Violanti. Vena and
Marshall. 1986: Franke. Collins and Hin2. 1998). This p~liminary research also
indicates that a \anet)' of other physical and psychological conditions may be associated
""ith police work. VeL as Trottier and Brown (1995) acknowledge. unlike other
II
occupations whcre a specific 3SSOCialion can be directly traced between an cxposure or an
aClion and specific palhology. the link between policc work and disease is more
problematic. This helps to explain !he lack ofrescarrh in this area and tM need to
dc\'c1op new ",-ays for addressing such research problcms.
.....1 Mon..lit~'
Violanli. Vcna and Petralia (1998). foWld in (h(ir updated cohon studr of1.693
male police officers who workcd a minimum offi\"e rears for lhe city ofBuffalo. Ncw
York. al1-cause deaths for police officers showed a significantly higher ratc of monality
than expected in the general U,S, white male population (standardized mortality ratio
ISMRJ" 110). It "-as highest for thc 10- to 19-ycar rangc of employment and Violanti. el
ul. hypothesized that this could be due to stressful trawnatic e\'ents in police work..
D.:mers. Heyer and Rosenstock (1992) compared policc and firefighters in three cities in
the United States and found policc to havc higher rates for all causes of death combined.
An o\'erall increased ralC of suicide ....-as noted in the policc. "ith the highest SMRs
recorded for officers O\'er the agc of65 (SMR" 301). officers ",ith at least 30 years of
senicr since first employment (SMR = 318). and officers ....ith more than 30 years of
employment (SMR '" 318).
Violanli I!l 0/. (1986) in their Buffalo policc study found a higher than expected
monaJity ratc for all malignant neoplasms (SMR "'" 110). cancer of the esophagus (SMR-
213). cancer of thc kidney (SMR '" 208). Hodgkin's disease (SMR = 313). cirrhosis of
l'
thc liver (SMR '" 150). and suicide (SMR "" 153). Fcuer and Rosenman (1986) reponed
that policc and firefighters in NC'\\.' Jcrscy had significant increased proportionate
monaiity ratios (PMRs) fOf arteriosclerotic heart disease. digcsti\·c and skin cancers. and
skin diseases.
Other studies do not claim that thc overall monaH~' of police officers is diffcl'C11t
from thc gencral population. bul certain diseases. such as cardiovascular mortality. may
be occupationally related (Sardinas. Millcr and Hansen. 1986: FcU! and Rosenman.
1986). In addition. there is cvidcncc that the association may Vaty across jurisdictions.
Pyorala. Sa\"olainen. Lehto\'ina. Punsar and Sillanen (1979) found in their prospective
study 01'867 Helsinki policemen aged 40-59 that thc ten·~'ear monali~' ratc was similar to
that of the Finnish male population.
1..&.2 Morbidity
In their rc\"icwofthe literature. Brov.n and Trottier (1995) tqXIned that some
aspects of police wort.: may increase~ risk of suddcn cardiac death and that the risk of a
sudden cardiac C\"cnt at a critical moment was I per:!5 years in SOIl police officers. In a
prospecti\"e study among policemcn in Hclsinki. thc researchers found that in a Io-year
follow.up period. lo-Ioofthc study panicipants had developed coronary hean disease
(Nirkko. Lauroma. Siltanen. Tuominen and Vanhala. 1982). Frankc tt al. (1998) in a
recent study compared the self·reported incidence of cardiovascular disease among 232
male retired law enforcemcnt officers. O\'er 55 years of age. from the Iowa Department of
13
Public Safety "ith 817 male Iowans of similar age: and found that employment as alaw
enforcemc:nl officer was associated ";th increased cardioV3SCular disc:asc: motbidity.
Howe:\·ef.~· fowx1 in an c:artier study that the: to-year probability of de:\"c:loping
coronary hc:an disease (CHD) in 246 male: Iowa. law enforttmenl prnonnc:l from 3D-64
years of age: was similar to the: Framingham population (Fran1:e. Cox.. Schultz and
Anderson. 1997). Sparrow. Thomas and We:iss (1983) in a normati\"e: aging study which
included :!20 police: office:rs who were followc:d over 10 ye:ars. found that the: police:
officers relative to non-police: office:rs had an adjusted risk ratio (odds ratio) of IA (95%
confidence interval- 0.7-2AI for coronary !lean disease and 1,0 (95% confidence
inten'al = 0.4-2.4) for myocardial infraction which showed the differences betw~n
occupational groups were not significant.
In lheir revie\ll' oflhe literature. Brown and Trouier (1995) fotmd the risk of
digestive traCI cancers. such as cancer of the oesophagus. can«rofthc: Slomach and
cancer ofthc: large: bowel are reportc:d to be c:Ie\'ated for police officers, Violanti. et of.
(1998) researrh on an updated retrospecti\"ecohon morbidit)' study of male police
officers o\·er40 ye:ars found increased rates ofc:sophageal cancer. colon cancer.
Hodgkin's disc:asc:. bladder cancer and leukemia. They also referred to an unpublished
study that the:re was a 68% increased probability for all..cause cancer "'ilh increased
exposure time to police radar (OR oe 1.98. P <0.05) (Violanti, ef aJ.• 1998). Da\'is and
14
Mostifi (1993) fowx1 a significant increased rnt~ for testicular cancer among police
offittr.> who reponed use of hand-held radar WlilS inside of the police vehicle.
low back pain is a common musculo-skeletal problem among theg~
population. Despite a lif~time pre:valence rate ofbet-Aun 50-I, and 8~/,. we still know
linle about the causal faclon; in\'olved (Bmy.n... l'1 al•• 1995: Bunon. l'1 aJ.. 1996; l:kyo.
1Q981. Bro\\n 1:1 af. (1998). in a study on back pain in a Canadian police force. found thai
self-reponed back pain among 805 polic~ officers was high. They re:vealed that the
incidence of chronic or recurring low back pain ....-as 550/, and the prevalence was 42%.
both of which arc comparable to the general population. Bm"ll el oJ. found that wearing
.:l. duty bdt and/or driving a police vehicle did not increase th~ prevalence of low back
pain. Howe\·er. Bunon tt al. (1996) in a study comparing 1508 Royal Ulster
Constabulary v.ith 377 Grealer Manchester Police reported thai an increased risk of first·
onset of low back trouble ....-:15 associaled ....ith wearing heavy body armor and prolonged
wod in \·ehicles. Finkelstein (IINS). on the other hand. in a study comparing 129 fire:
fighters to H6 police officers from a municipality in OnLatio found a lifetime pre:\-alence
of lower back pain of 33'1. for police officers compared ....ith 42% for fire:fighters. Th~
author also found thai back problems were associated ....ilh length ofemploymenL
cigarene smoking and parenthood.
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Finally. infectious diseases that were not considered a health hazard just 10 years
ago. that may be associated with police work are Acquired lnunune Deficiency Syndrome
(AIDS). hepatitis and tuberculosis (IB l (Trottier and Bro....n. 1995).
1.4.3 Indj"idual Lir"~"k Facton
Franke el al. (1998) found in their study of retired Iowa law enforcement officers
thai the preyalence ofan elevated body mass index (2:17.8 kglm) was higher than the
general population. In their study of lo.....a law enforcement officers between the ages of
30 to 6·t Franke el af. (1997) found an age-associated increase in body fal .....hich mey felt
may suggest that officers tend to b«ome faneI'. sooner. than the general population.
Pyorala. f.'f 0/. (1998\ found that hyperinsulinemia was associated ....ith the risk ofa stroke
in Helsinki policemen during the 12 year follo.....-up. but not independently of other risk
factors. panicularly upper body obesity.
In a study conducted on the prevalence ofIifestyle behaviours (overweighL
smoking. not exercising. excessive drinking and stress symptoms) among 851 New South
\\/ales police. Richmond f.'f 0/. (1998) found thai 83% of the police had at least one
unhealthy lifestyle beha\"iour and 19% had 3·5 unhealthy factors. Williams el al. (1987)
also found that police officers had a higher prevalence of risk factors: 12% .....ere smokers.
76% had elevated cholesterol. 26% had elevated triglycerides. 16% had elevated blood
pressure. and 60"10 had elevated body fat.
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However. these researchers disco'''~ that increased fitnos was associated ~ith
reduced risk. On lhcothcr hand. Franke and Anderson (1994) found that exercise
reduced the risk factors for CHD onl}' in law enforcema1t officers >48 years oi age.
Superko. et af. (1988) reported that the number ofCHD events among California
highway patrol personnel had been rising at a rate of39.2% per year for four years. After
implement::ltion of a Health and Physical Performance Program (HPPP) the incidence of
CHD d«reased by about 11,4% per year. In the study of 1326 Helsinki Policemen.
Pyorala. et al. (1979) found their le,'els of risk factors were similar to that of the general
Finnish male populatKln.
1.4.4 Workplace Huard,
"In 1996. there were more than 377.000time·loss work. injuries in Canada. a rate
of 27.6 injuries for every 1.000 workers. Men had more than two and a halftimes as
many work injuries as women" (Statistical Report on the Health of Canadians. p. 246).
Police officers arc especially at risk ofreeeiving an injury at work resulting from physical
confrontation. motor vehicle accidents. falls. lifting and so on. Evans (1994) in his study
of the South Wales police force found that 51 percent of soft tissue injuries were a result
of assaults from struggling ~ith offender>. punches. kicks. bead butts. bites. etc. and that
no pan of the body ...."3$ spared.
While police officers are subjected to assaults during the course of operational
police work. they are also exposed to other traumatic incidents which could negatively
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impact on their physic:tl and psychological .....ell·being. Examples of suc:h incidents
include: \~itnessing or investigating a \;Olenl crime or traffic accident:. experiencing
\;oIC'l'lCe 3J1d abuse from the public: or using deadly force. As a result of such
experiences. poli~ officers m:1y experience posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD).
C:t:rlierc/ of. (1997) found:t prevalence rate ofJ-.4 ofPTSD in their sample of218 Dutch
police officer!>......hich corresponded 10 the CWTC'nl PTSD pre\'a1ence ratC'S for U11um:t
\'ictims in gener.ll. crime victims and other emergency SC'rvice personnel.
Mearns and Mauch (1998) found in their study of 56 police officers from two
small departments in a large metropolitan area that high levels ofjob stress were
associated ",;th grealer physical and emotional distress. In a study of undercover
policing. Macleod (1995l reported that 16% of the undercover agents deployed suffered
m:1jor psychological or psychiatric sequella. Violanti and Aron (1994) in a study ranking
police stressors reported that of the lOp 20 ranked stressors. SC'\'en were organizational!
administrau\'e and SC'ven .....ere inherent in police functions. The: ",",'0 lOp-ranked strC'SSOr5
.....ere killing someone in the line of duty and experiencing a fellow officer being killed.
The highest ranked organizational stress was shift work followed by inadequate Sllpport
of the department and incompatible patrol partner.
Overtime and shiftworl.: arc t.....o conditions associated ",ith cardiovascular disease.
Type II diabetes and obesity (Nakamura Cl 01.. 1998). Ely (1995) found that rotating shift
police officers reponed higher levels of stress and disliked working the rolating shift, He
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also found that compared to a concrol population, the police officers' plasma levels and
diastolic blood pressure were elevated. The rotating shift police officers had even higher
b'ds of plasma (802pg/ml) and diastolic blood pressure (90 mmhg). Phillips, et 01.
( 19Q}) found in their study thai when the Lexington Police Deparunenl changed from
rotating shifts to pennanent shifts, the patrol officers reported improved sleep quality.
sleep hygiene and psychologic well-being.
104.5 Musuring Police Health
The research on police health has focussed primarily on limited measures of
mortality, morbidity and lifestyle_ The broader holistic definition of health and the
multiple determinants ofhcalth have not been addressed in the research. Thc
determinants of workplace health described by Polanyi (1996) in Table 1.3.1 above
include indi,-iduallifestyle, physical work environment. and physical and psychosocial
demands. ]fwe inlcgrate Raeburn and Rootman's model from Figure 1.2.1 with
Polanyi's workplace health determinants we can develop a new framework that is a
capable of generating new critical insights on a specialized occupational group. police
(Figure I.~.l). The proposed research aims to make use of these more extensive
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fipre 104.1: Model (arMas.rine Polic:e Hnllb
Dete,--ia..u of Politt
Hnlu.
P.~"Sia1 aM Psydll~ia1Drauds
- job content (ph)'skal altercalions. injuries.
nearmisscs.sining)
- equipment used (dri\<ing a police cu_
using computer. wearing. duty belt and
".,
- shift work. working. long hours
-socialsuppol1
-Iraumatizingevents
Ph\"sicaIEa\'iroamul
-';ud noises {firearms. sirens. airplanes.
ATVs. sno....mobilesl
-lo:\:icexposures
-air!walerquality
-lighling
Idivid••ILifft(y1e
-age_gender. marital SUfUS.r.ut1:.
\"earsofscn'ice
-~ucation
-coping skills
- family and sociaJ support
• financial concerns
-genetictnilS
-li\."ingenvironment
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N~aln'e H",JII. (.-dieaton
- increased blood pressure
-increasedcholesterolle\"cl
• physical inactivity
-smoking
- unhea[th~.. eating
POIi'i\"!: Healt. IlMticaton
-load health. filness
-mentaland physicalwcll.being
PI~"c:HtocicaI SYMpeOMS
_subjecth·eappraisalofphysical.
mental. soci&l and overall condition
1.5 ReMP
1.5.1 "S" Divisio., ReMP
The RCMP is !he federal police force ofCanada and prO\ides police savices
under the (emu ofiM policing agrttrnenls to all provinces (except Ontario and Quebec).
Yukon. Nonhwesl Territories and Nunavul. and under separate municipal policing
agreements to 191 municipalities. The Force is divided into 14 divisions, \\ith
Headquaners. Ollawa. Each dh'ision is mani1ged by a Commanding Officer and is
alphabetically designated. There are 707 detachments which range from I to morc Ihan
250 personnel. The detachment is the basic operational unit of the Force. i1Jld dctachment
personnel perfonn the full range of police duties (Public Affairs and Infonnation
Directorate of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. 1996).
"8" Division refers to lhe province of Newfoundland and La.brndor. It is
responsible for conlrncl and federal policing in !he province. The Division has 42
d,;-udunents located in communities throughout Newfoundland and Labrador and
employees 362 regular members (1999). It has a headquarteTS building located in St.
John's. Members are trnnsferted belween detachments. units and other Divisions on a
regular basis (every IWO years for isolated postings). Every detachment has a differenl
number ofemplo}'ees depending on !he size of the area the RCMP is responsible for
policing. Depending on their rank. section and delachment size and loealion. the
members undertake a varielY of policing acth·ities. shift. schcdules and workloads. As a
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result. the slresses and demands ....ill change as members are uansferred from one posting
to another.
1.5.2 Heallh Slatus
The RCMP employs approximately \5.000 police officers or regular members
(RM) throughout Canada. The health records a\·ailable on this large occupational cohort
pro\·ide the opportunity for research to be undenaken on a variety of health related topics.
such as health promotion: stress: suicide: back pain: physical ability. firness and work:
vision standards: and cardiac risks. To date. this research has ~en limited. The
follo\\ing is a summary of the main research findings.
The Chief Actuary of Ihc Government of Canada conducts an evaluation of
mortality rates of Ihe RCMP and public servants' pension plans every three years and
compares them to the Canadian rates published by Slatistics Canada. In 1996. the RCM?
had lower mortality rales at all ages than either the public servants or the Canadian
population. The derived life expectancies for lhe RCM? were also greater. For example.
a 60-year-old male ReMP could expect 10 live another 22.3 years. which is 2.2 years
longer than a public servanl and 2.7 years longer than the average Canadian male (Cnief
Actuary of the GovemmentofCanada. \996).
Research carried out by Bro....n. et 01. (1998) on back pain in the RCM? found
that the prevalence ofchronic or recurring [ow back pain was 55%. which was
comparable 10 the general population. The sludy also determined the following about
members (in the past year): 10% had experienced an accident: 49% had been expo~ to
a disturbing crime or accident: II% had been involved in a shooting: 49% had been
involved in a physical confrontation/fight,' allercation; and 96% had a good working
relationship with their supel""isor.
Lee and Stoneham (1993) carried out a survey of work stress in the RCMP. They
found Ihat the most frequent reasons for experiencing stress were excessive paperwork
among all ranks; insufficient manpo....-er to adequately handle a job for both
commissioned officers and non-commissioned officers: and risks associated \\ith working
alone among constables.
Trouier.":1 al. (1994) found that there was a significanl difference in the
prevalcnce of respiratory symptoms among RCMP doing forensic identification work
when compared to a matched control group. They also found that there was 10% more
frequent occurrence of hay fever in the control group.
While research on specific areas of ReMP hcalth has been undertaken there has
bttn limited research on the impact of police work on the o\'erall health status of ReMP
members.
1.5.3 Periook Heallh Assessment
As one mighl expect. the ReMP not only ensures the hiring of individuals who
are healthy and fit for duty. but members are provided \\ith extensi"e health care
throughout their careers. ApplicanlS applying to the ReMP must pass a ",Tinen exam.
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pass a seeurity clearance. meet standard occupational health requirements that include
physical and psychological evaluations. They must also pass a Physical Abilities
Readiness Evaluation (PARE). PARE is a timed standardized evaluation ofa person·s
physical abilities to perfonn operational police work. BegilUling in 1993. the RCMP has
adopted a policy that requires members undergo a Periodic Health Assessment (PHA -
Appendix I) every two years. Members must also take PARE every t\\'O years in order to
complete their medical profile. For officers engaged in special duties (eg. United
:-.lations dUlY. underuater recovery. emergency response learn. police dog service. prime
ministers duty and forensic identification) more frequent and thorough assessments are
required.
The PHA ",,,as specifically designed for police work and inquires about knO\\ll
Slressors and risks associated ~ith this occupation through a detailed questionnaire and
assesses the physical health of the police officer through a physical examination. The
PHA is performed by the RCMP Health Services Officer (HSO) or by a RCMP
designated physician. The purpose of the PHA is to ensure that members are fit 10
perform the tasks of police work. thus protC(:ting the safety of the public. and 10 ensure
that the health of members is not at risk (Trottier and Bro\.\ll. 1993). However. there has
been no evaluation done on the effectiveness of the PHA.
The RCMP. to date. has not used the data collected from the PHA to its full
potential. Trottier and Brown (1995) stated that the PHA would eventually be used to
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monitor trends in the health of members (such as CHO risk factors or increases in
infectiousdi~) and thus health mamtenantt and hca!th enhancement programs couJd
be~ for dlicacy and dficiency. Research on stress and lower back pain have been
carried out by Onawa Health Services Directorate as a result of limited sick leave data
analysis. Funhennore. Superl:o et oJ. (1988) concluded in !heir research that a vaJidjob-
related physical perfonnance test. in conjunction with a health assessment and a remedial
tr.Jining prognun. could produce significant improvements in several health parameters:
including systolic blood pressures (BP). resting hean rate (HR). physical fitness and CHD
event rates. Furthcr bencfits could be derived from reduced medical disability. short- and
long-tenn sick leave. and on-the-job injuries.
1.6 Obj«tins orThnd
Workplaces and occupations have a variety of health hazards. Research indicates
that policing has cenain health hazards. Howe'''cr. this research is limited and has
focused on limited ~urcs of health. Further. v~'linle research has been conducted
on the health ofCanada's police. The broad aim of this tllesis is to use an expanded
definition ofheaJth 10 describe the o\'crall health of the police officers in ODC division of
the RCMP. to describe the occupationallw:ards and to detemtine the association. More
specifically. the aims are:
To describe the prevalence of disease. such as obesity. loss of hearing. loss of
\·ision. cardiovascular disease. cancer. suicide and posttraumatic stress syndrome.
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To describe the prevalence of negative health indicators. such as. poor nutritional
practices. hypenension. elevated cholesterol. smoking and alcohol overuse. To
compare these indicators to similar data available from the Newfoundland Hean
Health sunrey.
To describe the prevalence of positive health indicators and psychological
symptoms of health.
To describe the prevalence ofoccupational hazards. such as loud noises.
chemicals. physical altercations. injuries. near miss. orpsyehologically
tfaumatizingevents.
To assess the extent of change in morbidity. negative health indicators. positive
health indicators. psychological symptoms and functional capacity after the
introduction of the PHA.
To assess the link between occupational hazards and measures of health.
To assess the usefulness of the information gathered from the PHAs as an aid in
the primary prevention of disease. development of safety measures and promotion
of healthy lifeslylehabits.
It is hypothesized: a) that the prevalence of various measures of health status \\oill
be higher in the RCMP than in the Newfoundland population: and b) that the exposures to
occupational hazards is associated \\oith increased risk of health problems.
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Mdtlods
2.1 Periodic Health AsKSJlllleDt Data Base
The RCMP has been c:urying out medicaJs called Periodic Health Assessments
IPH.\1 on its ~mbers annually or e\'~' two years since 1993. ~ RCMP Hcalth
Sen'ices Directorate in 0tu\\'3 designed the assessment thai includes a detailed health
questionnaire. physical examination. \;sion and audiogram tests. urinalysis and blood
tests (such as. cholesterol. gamma glutamyl trnnsferasel. It is also used as an opportuni~
for health education and health promotion \\ith the member. Based on the outcomes of
the assessment. the member is then assigned a Medical Profile de\'ised to transmit
infonnation about du~' Iimitalions and restrictions to management in a manner that does
not breach confidential medical infonnation.
The PHA is carried OUI by a RCMP designated physician and the Medical Profile
is assigned by the Health Services Officer. The \islon. audiogram. urinalysis and blood
lestS :1re carried Out by a public health nurse. hospital or clinic and the results are sent to
the Health Services Office of the Di\ision.
The PHA is a nine·page document (Appendix 1) which contains 45 questions
concerned ....ith what occupational hazards and injuries the member has had over the one
or two year period. their lifestyle and emotional health. signs of physical disease. personal
Stressors and family history. [t also has areas for documentation of the physical
examination results and the \ision. hearing and blood tests. There are fi\'e general
qUCSlions concerned \\ith personal health and are 1101 job related.
The RCMP developed a Health Smiccs Information System (HSIS) for C3lT)'ing
OUI assessments of ac.cident and sick. lea\'c rcpons. and for monitoring the PHAs for
tmIds in health of me poli~ officers. Unfonunalcly. throughout the RCMP. only the
accident and sick leave data have been entered inlo the HSIS. Due to incompleteness of
data and problems .....ith data entry. this had nOI been kepi up 10 datc. Ho......e\"er. a new
compuler program has now been designed for inpuning this data. data collection
problems have been addressed and the PHA is being redesigned.
For 1M purposes of this thesis. all the PHAs from ooB" Division that ......erc in the
Health Ser....ices office during the data entry period. April 1999 to July 1999. werc entered
into the data base. AU infonnation contained in the PHAs was enlered into the data base.
2.2 Sample
The conan consisted of368 male and 46 fcmale poli~ officers from -BOO Di\ision
of the RCMP ",,-bose medical files contained at lel1SI one Periodic Health Assessment
(PHA I. The nwnbcr of Periodic Health Assessments (PHA) for each person ranged from
one 10 six and covered the years 1994-1998. The total numbcrofpHAs available for
anaiysiswas918.
II should be noted that because the mem"tJ(rs arc transferred .....ithin or between
Di\'isions on a regular basis. the medical files in the Health Services offices vary from
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year 10 year. Also the nwnberofPH.-'\s on a member's medical file "ill \~. because nOI
all Diyisions.. -8- Division is an exception. have carried OUI PHAs on their memben
cyery IWO years. As a rcs:u1L members' medical files may ha\'econtained no PHAsor
only one.
2.3 Slud~' Dcsip
lbe sample was compared bom cross-seclionally and longitudinally ovcr a fh'c-
year period. 1994 to1998. For the cross-sectional analysis. the earliest a\'ailable PHA
from cach male and fcmale member was chosen for analysis. The cross-sectional data
was used 10 analyse the overall health status of the members. The earlier PHA a\'ailable
on cach member was chosen so the data could be compared to the Ne"foundland Heart
Health database. Thc total sample for this anal}'sis was 414.
lbe questions and answen on the PHA do not easil}'lend themselves to ana1ysis
or comparison to 01Mr populations. 1bett was \~. little comparable data available from
other police: forces. Howe\·er. il was possible 10 compare some of the PHA data \loith data
from the Canadian Hem Health Database (CHHD) (1998).
lbe CHHD was collected from pro\incial heart health SW'o'C)'S carried OUI
!:Ietween 1986 and 1992 as part oftbe federal-provincial collaboration on the Canadian
Hean Health Initiative (Canadian Heart Health Surveys Research Group, 1992). The
CHHD data contains cardiovascular disease risk profiles on 266 variables for a
representative sample of I8.689 individuals in the 10 Canadian provinces. The
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Nt',-,foundland sample taken in 1986 of the CHHD used in this thesis was 858 males
between the ages of 21 and 53. There were too few females in the RCMP sample 10
com~ them ....ith the females in the Ne'olofoundland sample. Therefore. they were
t'xcluded from the compan.tiv~analysis. 'The variables used for comparison purposes
were smoking.. hypertension. elevated cholesterol. O\·C1'.....eight and sedentary (inacti\·e).
In the longitudinal analysis onl~· the members who had received their PHA~
times during the study period were analysed. BeeaUSt' the administration of the PHA was
staned in late lQ93. there were some PHAs done in that year which were Grouped ....ith
the 1994 year. As well. bei:aUSt' dataenlr}· was Slaned in April 1999 there were some
PHAs from early 1999 that were l;rouped into 1998. The purposc of the longitudinal
analysis was 10 determine if there was any change in the health status of me members
O\'er lime. Therc:fore. by choosing members who had three: PHAs done approximately
e,·~~· two years. allowed for a cohon who had been monitored 0\'('1" at least five years.
The sample size- was 118 which included six females. The females were retained in the
sample because exclusion of them from the analysis did nol affect the results.
Sex and 3£e variables werr used to look for significant differences in the meas~
of health ....ithin the cross-sectional population. Years of scnice and rank were excluded
because there was a strong cOMlation bet.....een age and these two variables (years of
scr....ice"".930. and raJtk..... 806). In the longitudinal sample. sex was not used as a factor
hccause there were 50 few females. Age was not used because th~ number of members in
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the age categories changed bety,~n 1994 and 1998 (because the members changed age)
therefore making comparisons unacceptable. Not all of the PHAs were fully completed.
Therefore. the nwnber of members (n) who answered each question varied.
2.4 Measures of Health
Thc variables that were extracted from the PHA to use in measuring the health of
the members can be classified into five categories:
II morbidity: diabetes. thyroid problems. prostrate/urinary infC(;[ions.
nen'ous system disorders. respiratory disease. cardiac disease. skin cancer.
musculo-skeleul problems. allergies. obesity. and hearing loss:
~) nCl;3ti\'c health indicators: hypertension. elevated cholesterol. physical
inactivity. smoking. alcohol overuse and unhealthy eating;
J I positive health indicators: good health. fitness. mental and physical well-
being:
4) psychological symptoms: psychological stressors;
51 functional capacity: medical profile.
Table ~.4.1 provides a list of the measures ofheahh and the variables utilized
from the PHA for analysing each measure.
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Table 2.4.1: Variables for MeasUriD& Police He.llb
Variables
Morbidity:
Dia~tes. lhvroid. chronic infection.
prosulle di~ase. urinary infection. nervous
system disorders. respiratOr)' disease.
cardiac disease. skin cancer
Back/joint problems
Allergies
O~sity
Hcarin'gloss
Negath"e Health Indicators:
Hypertension
Elevated Cholesterol
Obcsit)"
Phvsicallnactiyiry
S~oking .
AlcoholO\"eruse
Unhealthy Eating
Positive Health Indicators:
Lifcsrvlechoices
Attitude about physical health
• Attitude about emotional health
• Attitude about physical fitness
Psychological symptoms:
Psychological well-being
Functional ea acit\"
Question #- from PHA
8.9.10.14.15.16.23
17
41
Physical Examination: Use Height and
Wt'ight to determine 8MI
Physical E.xamination: Use Systolic
and Diastolic Blood Pressure
Blood Test Result: total cholesterol
Physical Examination: Use Heighl and
Weighl to determint' 8MI
18
"
"
"
19.20.21.22
24
",.
5.7.8.9. 13. 25. 28. 29. 30. 31. 31.
33.34.36.37
Medical Profile
2.5 Occupatio.al Hazards
The PHA enquires about the types of occupational hazards that the member has
been exposed to during the one or two year period Ixtween PHAs. There are six
questions that address a variety of hazards that the member might encounter. such as loud
noises. chemical toxins or allergens. situations that may have or caused injur)".
psychologically tr.I.wnatizing events and physical confrontations or physically demanding
situations. Table 2.5.\ lists these hazards and the questions in the PHA that address
them.
Table 2.S.1: Occupatioaal Haurds Variables
Variable
Loud noises: airpon. jel engines. helicopters. firing
=.'
Chemical toxins or allergens
Injuries: punched. knocked OUI. bumped. involved in
motoTvehicleaccident
Siluations: where injury was likely. near miss
Psychologically uaumatizing events: shooting
incidents. violent incidents. discovery of dead
bodies
Altercation: physical confrontation or physically
demanding situation
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Question I;
from PHA
2.6 Data ADa~'sis
For the purposes of this thesis. it ....-as originally proposed that the PHAs in -6-
Di\ision .....ould be entered inlo the HSIS and lhcn evaJuated. Ho.....e...er. once data entry
\\"35 began. it .....as determined ...ery quickly that the HSIS .....as nol suitable for an~' type of
data analysis and it was nOI possible to transfer the data to another statistical package.
Therefore. the dau .....as entered into SPSS statistical package. version 7.0.
Descripth'c statistics including frequencies and cross tabulations ....'Cre used. The
Pearson chi·squared SUtistic was used to detennine~ presence of associations both in
the cross-sectional and longitudinal analysis. Bivariate correlations .....ere employed to
detennine if there .....as a signific:tnt association between occupational hazards and
measures of health. The level of significance used was p<0.05. If the significance of the
lesl associated ....ith 3 variablc is not discussed in the text thm il was not found 10 be
Sl3tiSlica1lysignificanl.
Data analysis induded~ follo\\.IDg:
Basic demographics of the sample.
Pre\-a.len~ ofdisease. such as obesity. lass of hearing. loss of\ision.
cardiovascular disease. cancer. suicide and posttraumatic stress syndrome.
Prevalence of ncgath-e health indicators. such as poor nuuitional practices.
hypenension. elevated cholesterol. smoking and alcohol overuse. Comparison of
negative health indicators with similar data available from the Ne....foundland
Heart Health sUT\'ey.
Prevalence of posilivc health indicators and psychological symptoms of health.
s. Pre\-alence ofoccupational hazards.. such as loud noises. chemicals. physical
altercations. injuries. near miss. or psychologically rraumatizing e\·ents.
6. Change in measures of health betWttft 1994 and 1998.
7. Association between occupational tw:anis and measures ofheaJth.
The dala analysis "'35 used 10 determine whether the prevalence ofl"ar1oUS
meas~ of health status was highn or lowtt in the RCMP than in the Ne"foundland
population: and if the exposures to cenain occupalional hazards inrn-ased the risk of
health problems. Based on the data. recommendations were made on the usefulness of
the information gathered fl'C'm the PHAs in the development of programs for the primary
prcvcntion of disease. safely and promotion of healthy lifestyles.
2.7 Ethical Rniew
This study "'35 re\·icwed and approval was granted by the Memorial University of
Ne"foundland. Faculty of Medicine. Hwnan Investigation Commin~ prior to beginning
dala entl}·lsee HIC appro\-aI. Appendi.'I( 1). No personal identifiers were used in the data
~tI}. and anonymity of PHAs was assured. and maintained al all times.
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Chaptn3
Results
3.1 Ikmognp"ia
lbe dt:mO£IllPhics available from the PHA on the members were age. years of
senice and rank. The age range c1assiftcation used in the analysis \\,1lS 530 years of age:
between 31-40 years of~: and ~41 y~ of age. This classification "'as chosen so lhe
data could be compared "ith other RCMP research. The ages ranged from 21 to 53 years
"ith a mean of37 years. The regular members have a promotional system that is broken
do\\n according to rank. The staning level is Constable and mo\'es onto Corporal.
Sargent. Staff Sargent and Officer levels. Approximately 60% of the sample were
Constables and a simili1I proportion had been in the RCMP for 10 ycars or more. Tabk
3.1.1 provides a breakdo"n ofthedcfnOl!.raphics.
Table 3.1.2 sho~'S lhe descriptive statistics of the physical characteristics and
blood work ofthc population sample.
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Table 3.1.1: Demographics o£the ReMP Sample
Demol!raohic
Age:
• ~30 years of age
• berween 31-40 years of age
• 241 years of age
• mean age
• youngest
• oldest
Rank
• Constable
• Corporal
• Sargent
• StaffSargent
• Officer
YearsofSelyice
·0-9vears
• lO·i9vears
• ~20 y~ars
Nurnber(%) n = 414
101 (24.4)
168 (40.6)
145(35.0)
37
21
53
249(60.2)
80(19.3)
56113.5l
25 (6.0)
4(1.0)
163 (39.4)
105 (25.4)
146(35.3)
Table 3.1.2: rh~'sical Cbarademttcs and Blood Work of Ihe RCMP Sample
PhvsicalCharacteristic n~14 Min. M",. Mean:::!:s.d.
Heart Rate (blmin) 343 46 100 69.6±8.3
HeightCml 407 1.4 2.0 1.8:7.3
\VeightCkg) 40' 55.0 159.0 89.0±13.9
Respiration Rate (blmin) 275 10 '0 17.6±5.1
BMI 406 20.0 59.5 28.0±3.8
Cholesterol 334 2.57 9.7 5.3:1.0
GGT 281 336 30.71±33.9
Systolic Blood Pressure 404 '0 190 121.5±12.7
Diastolic Blood Pressure 403 45 11O 78.3:::1:8.4
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3.2 Indic_lon for Morbidity
A nwnber of questions on the PHA provide the designated physician ",ilh an
indicator for Ihe presence or absence of disease. The diseases SCTttned for~: diabetes.
thyroid/chronic infection. prostrate diseaseluriml1)' infection, nervous system disorders,
respiratory disease, cardiac disease. skin cancer. musculoskeletal problems, allergies.
obesity, and hearing loss. A physical examination and laboratory work are also used to
e\o:llWle the presence ofdiseasc. The results thai are presented in Table 3..2.1 (for Ihe
cfOSS·Stttional sample) and 3.2.2 (for the longitudinaJ sample) art based on the disea5C
indicator questions asked in the PHA. weight and height measurements taken during the
physical c:xam and a hearing evaluation.
Table 3.2,1 describes the overall rates oflhe various reported indicators for health
probkms as well as age and sex differences. Fifty-seven percent ofthe cohon had a 8MI
~.27 and could be labelled as obese: 35% reported withey had a change (increase) in
wei~t tan indicator for diabetes): 33% reported they had musculoskeletal problems:
while 31% reponed ha\;ng asthma or allergies. Significantly m~oflhc older members
reported musculoskeletal problems (11:19.169. de- 2, p-O.OOOS). were obese (1~"'14.496,
df.:2, ~.OO1) and had a hearing loss (X~22.394. df.:2. p=O.OOO5). Conversely.
significantly fewer of the older members reponed allergies or asthma (X~-27.864. dr-2.
p"'O.020). When looking at sex differences. significandy more females reported a change
in their energy levels (1~.604, dr-I, p--o.032) and having allergies or asthma
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(x==9.259. df=l. p=(I.OO2). These were particularly pronounced among the younger
women. Significandy more males were obese (X:""14.496. df=2. p:O.OOII and this was
particul3rly pronoWlced among the older men.
The longitudinal data in Table 3.2.2 show'S the changes in the indicator'S for
morbidity between 1994 and 1998. Musculoskeletal allergies and obesity increased
during this period by 5% points. 3% points and 9''/0 points respectively. Hearing loss
increa.so:d in the cross·~tiona.l cohan by 9 percentage points between 1994 and 1998.
However. the only significant change was in reponed change in obesity which increased
by 15~. points {X:"'6.376. df""'l. p:().OI2).
Correlations between the indicators for morbidity are sho n in Table 3.2.3. All
indicators for morbidity had statistically significant associations ith a least one other
indicator for morbidity. Howcver. these correlations were mostly small. The strongest
positi\'e associations were between: change in energy level and change in weight
(1""".2521; change in energy level and difficulty or change in urinating (r"".259). The
strongest negative associations .....ere ber....·ccn joint or back problems and frequent
headaches (r- -.224).
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Table 3.2.1: Pe:rce:nlaeeofPoput.tiH Willlindialon for Morbidity
bySe::s: ud A~
Indical~forDisease: Sox Ag' r...,
IPHAQuesl:ion) (0)
~30 31-40 ,'I
%(n)
%0 en) "-In) "-en)
Change in weighl or "'..ais! M(115) ~S.6 43.1 31.1 J.4.2{36S)
size tindicalOr for
57.9 21.1 21.1diabctesfpsychological • F(19) JI.I(49)
QO) r .... 42.6(101) 345 (16I) 29.7 (14S) 14.1(414)
Change ineneTgy le\'el M(64) 26.6 40.6 31.8 17.7(361)
(indicatorfoTthnoid.
80.0 20.0chronic infeclio~'Q9) F(IS) 31.1(49)
r .... 28.7(101) 17.4(167) 14.1(142) 193(4[0)
Difficulty or change in M(14) 16.7 37.5 45.8 6.6(362)
uTinating(indicalorfor
F(4} 75.0 25.0 8.2(49)diabeles·QIO)
r ..., 6.9(101) 5"(167) '''{I43) 6.'(411)
Frequenlheadaches. M(50) ... 30.0 62.0 13.1(362)
\·isi('lflchange5.balilJ'lCe:
problems. C1C. lindicalor F(9) 66.7 lU 11.4(49)
for nervous S"Slem
disorders-Q'14} r ...1 U{IOI) 10..1(167) 21.7(143) 104.4(411)
Shortnessofbrealh. M(14) 143 21.6 57.1 3.1(364)
coug.h.wheezing..C1c.
F(5) 60.' 40.0 10.2 (49)lindicalorfor T'CSpil'1l10f)'
di~·QI5J r .... 5.0(100) 3.6{16I) 55(145) 4.6(413)
Pain.pre:ssureortighlness M(27) 14.1 40.7 44.. 7.5(360)
in chest. neck. arm jaw.
Fl7) 42.9 57.1 14.6(41)C1c.(indicalorca.rdiac
discase·QI6) r .... 7.1 (99) 9.0(167) '.5(142) 13(401)
Change in mole or skin M(33) 18.1 39.4 42.4 9.2(359)
changes OT persislenl sore
F(5) 80.0 20.0 10.4(41)(indicator fOTskin cancer·
Q13) r .... 10.1 (99) H{I66) 9.9(142) OJ (407)
..
Indicators for Discase S" Ago T"'"
(PHA Question) ("
s30 31-40 ,"
"'(n)
'Vo/n) 'Vo(n) 'Vo(n)
Joint or back problems. M(110) 8.3 40.8 50.8 33.1 (363)
muscle wcakness. ctc.
46.7 40.0 13.3(indicalorfor F(\Sl 30.6("9)
musculoskelctal-Ql7l ToW 17Jl(IOO) 32.7(161) 43.8(144) 32.8(412)
Allergies(Q4ll MOO!) 24.8 43.6 31.7 28.1(360)
F(23) 60.9 30.4 '.7 50.0(-46)
ToW 40.6(96) 30.7(166) 23.6(144) JO.5(4<l6)
Obesi~ tBMI~17) M(116) 14.4 44.0 41.7 60.2(359)
F(16) 56.3 31.3 11.5 34.0(47)
Total 40.1(91) 60.0(165) 64.3(143) 57.1(406)
Hearing Loss M(84l 9.5 34.5 56.0 23.0(364)
F(7) 14.3 57.1 18.6 14.3 (49)
Tola! 8.9(101) 19.6(161) 33.1(145) 22.0(414)
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Tabl~ 3.2.2: PU"ntale (%) of IIII~ Pop.latio. Who Had a rnA Dunal t"~
Years 1994 and 1998 ,,-itlll hadalon .fMorbidity
IndiCllon for Disase(PHA Queslion) y~ TCIaI% n
Change in weighl or waisl sizc{indicator for ,... 3U(II1)
diabeleslps)'chological.QII
'99' 22.2(117)
Change in energy ~'el (indicalor for lh~TOtd. ,... 17.1(111)
chronic infection-(9)
'99' 13.0(115)
Difficulty or change in urinaling (indicator for ,... 9.4(117)
diabetes·QIO)
'99' 4.2(111)
Frequenl headaches. \·isionchanges. balance
'99' 13.6(HI)problems. etc, (indicator for nervous system
disorders-Ql-l) '99' 11S.9(111)
Shonnessofbre31h.coug!l.whcezing.elc,
'99' 3A{II")Cindicator forrespir:llof)'di sease· Q15)
'99' B{lII)
Pain. pressure orlighlness inchesL neck. arm jaw. ,... 6.I(UI)
etc. (indicator cardiac disease· QI6)
'99' 9.6(115)
Change in moleorsl.:inchangcsorpersistC'ntSOfC' ,... 1.6(116)
(indicatorforskin~er-Q2J)
'99' 13.1(116)
Joint or ~cl.: problems. muscle: ....-enncss. etc. 1994 31.4(111)
(indicatorformusculoskeletal·QI7)
'99' 36.2(116)
AIlC'T!ies(Q.;I) ,... 25.0(116)
'99' 27.6(116)
Olxsi~'(~:!7) ,... S4.1(1l7)
'99' 63.6(110)
Hearing loss
'99' 2S.4 (I II)
'99' 34.1(111)
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3.3 Negatin Hrallh Indicaton
Tables 3.3.1 describes the prevalence of the following negative health indicators:
hypertension. elevated cholesterol. obesity. smoking. physical inactivity. unhealthy eating
and alcohol OWTUSC. The two negative health indicators ""1th the highest prevalence rates
were ele\'ated cholesterol (55%) and obesity (57%). Conversely. 21% of the cohort
reported not participating in regular physical activity or sports and 9% said they did not
eat a healthy diet. Alcohol o"eruse was reported in 4% of the population. The older
memb.:rs were significantly more likely to have high blood pressure (X~IO.4I3. df=:!.
p=O,OO5). elevated cholesterol (X~"'23,691. df"'2. p:O.OOO5) and obesity (X:-14.496.
df=2. p=O.OOI). There was no significant association between age and any of the Olher
negative health indicators. The male members were significantly more likely than the
females 10 have high blood pressure (X~.758. dpol. ~.029) and elevated cholesterol
(X~=IO.I09. df"'l. p=O.OOJ),
The distribution of risk factors for heart disease are shoY<n in Table 3.3.2. The risk
factors are broken dO\m into major risk factors (smoking. high cholesterol (~5.2). high
blood pressure (140/90» and other risk factors (physical inactivity and obesity). Only
19% oflhe population had no risk factors. Forty-m'o percent of the cohon had at least
one major risk factor and 51% had at least one other risk factor. There were significantly
more males than females ",ith two major risk factors (X;"5.342. df=!. p=O.021) and one
or more other risk factors (X~~7.262. df=1. p-O.OO7).
Table 3.3.3 shows the change in ncgatiye health indicators berv.·~ 1994 and
1998. There was an increase in 1998 in both cholesterol (4%) and obesit)· (9"/.).
Howe\·er. neither were significant. Table 3.3.4 she"., the change in distribution of risK
factors between 1994 and 1998.
The pre\-alence data for male members was compared to similar data ayailable
from the Ne....foundland Heart Health survey and is presented in Table 3.3.5. The RCMP
had signific:lmly higher rates ofdented cholesterol <X:""23.636. df.-I. p=O.OOO5) and
obesity (X=""I7.420. df"\, p""O.OOO5) compared 10 the Ne....foundland population.
Significantly more of the RCMP were older males (X:-271.3. df-2. p<O.OOO5) than the
Newfoundland popul'lIion which may account for these higher rates. Howeyer. the
RC~..IP had significantly fewer smoKers (X=""37.217. df.-I. psOJ)OO5).lower leyels of
hypenension <X:"'6.899. dp I. p=O.O(9) and fewer sedentary males (X~3.338.df= I.
p=O.OO51. Table 3.2.6 shows the distribution of risK faclors. The only significant
difference in risK factors v..as that the RCMP had significantly more males "ith I other
risk factor (X=""7.861. df=l. p:zO.OO5) compared to Ne"foundland.
Table 3.3.7 shows the correlations belween the negati,'e health indicators. The
most significant association. although small. ""35 between obesity and high blood
pressure and obesity and cholesterol (F.218).
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Table 3.3.1: r',,"lItaC' IIr rop.bOO. Witb Nrgativ, Hultll ladicalctn
by Sex utcI Ap
Neeati\'eHealth Sex Ag. T"'"~lndicalOf I'> %(n)(PHA Queslion) ~30 31~0 ,"
-I. In) -I.(n) %(n)
High Blood Pressurr M(;7) 17.; 21.1 ,.... 16.0 (3S6)
(S\'slDia ~ 140190)
F(2) 0.0 50.0 50.0 4.2(41)(Ph\·sica.lE.um)
T"'" IO.4(%) 21.1(164) 54.2(144) 14.6(404)
Ele\3led Cholesterol M(57) 14.2 3S.5 50.] 51.! (291)
(l5.2\
F(2l 50.0 30.0 20.0(Blood Tesl\ 49.4(34)
Tou' 39.2(74) 41.5(130) 71.9(121) 55.1 (325)
ObeSily (BMr~::7) M(216l 14..1 44.0 41.7 60.2(359)
(Phnical Exam)
F(16) 56.3 31.3 12.5 34.0(47)
T"'" 40.1(91) 60.6(165) 64.3(143) 57.1 (406)
Smoling. M(69) !J.O 47.1 39.1 19.1(362)
(QII)
F(12l 50.0 25.0 25.0 24.5(49)
Tou' 15.0(100) 21.6(167) 20.1(144) 19.7(411)
Ph~sio.llnaeti\·i~· M(IO) 11.1 43.1 37.5 Z2.0(J64)
IQII)
F(I) 37.5 25.0 37.5 163(49)
T<>tal 15.0(100) 21.6(161) 20.1(145) 21J (413)
Unhealthy Ealing M(29) !J.I 34.5 51.7 7.9{36S)
(Q.m
F(7) 57.1 14.3 21.6 143(49)
T<>tal 1.9 (H1I) 6..5(161) 11.7(145) 1.1(414)
Alcohol Overuse M(\7) 11.1 29.4 51.1 4.7(365)
(QI2)
F(l) 100.0 0.0 0.0 2.0(49)
Tou' 3.0(101) ].0(161) 6.9{1(5) 4.3(414)
.,
Table 3.3.2: Percent.ge orpopuL.tion With Selected Risk r.cton bf Su aad Age
Risk Factors Sex Ago Toea!
(0) dO 3140 ,4\ %(n)
%(nl %(n) %(n)
oRisk Faclors M(60) 23.3 18.2 10.9 \6.4(365)
F(18) 42.9 18.6 28.6 36.7(49)
ToW 7.0(29) 7.7(32) 4.\ (\7) 18.8(414)
Major Risk FaclOrs· M(152) 42.5 40.3 42.8 4\.6(365)
I Risk Factor
39.3 50.0 28.6F(20) 40.8 (49)
ToW 10.\(42) 18.6(79) 10.1 (6\) 41.5(414)
1 Risk Factors M(61) 8.2 12.3 26.1 16.7(365)
F(2) 0.0 0.0 4.\ 4.1 (49)
ToW \.4(6) 4.6(19) 9.2(38) 15.2(414)
3 Risk Factors '1(7) 0.0 \.9 2.9 \.9(365)
F(O) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0(49)
ToW 0.0(0) 0.7(3) \.0(4) \.7(4\4)
Other Risk Factors·· M(194l 41.1 55.8 56.5 53.2(365)
I Risk Factors
F(7) 35.7 35.7 14.3 32.7(49)
ToW 9.7(40) 22.0(9\) \9.1 (79) 50.8(365)
2 Risk Factors M(51) 11.0 14.3 15.2 \4.0(365)
F(4) 3.6 7.\ 28.6 8.2(49)
ToW 2.2(9) 5.6(23) '.6(23) 13.3(414)
• Major Risk Faclors: smoking. high cholesterol (~5.2). high blood pressure (140/90)
"Other Risk Factors: bmi (2:27). sedental')'
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Table J.J.J: PelTentage (-/_) of the PopulatiOtl Who Had a PHA Duritlg the
Yean 199.& aad 1998 .,.·ith Negative Health I.diealon
Negative Health Ym To<aI
Indicators %(0)
(PHA Ouestion)
High Blood Pressure (SysfDia <: 140190) 191)4 14.5(111)
(Physical Exam)
11)1)8 12.'(109)
Ele\"ated Cholesterol (<: 5.2) 1994 59.4(96)
(Blood Test)
1998 63.0(100)
Obesi~" (BMI~27) 1994 54.7(117)
(Physical Exam1
199' 63.6(110)
Smoking 1994 14.5(111)
(QII)
1998 16.4(116)
Physical [nacti\"it:-" 1994 21.2(118)
(Q[8)
199' 15.4(117)
Unheahhy Eating 1994 '.5(118)
(Q27)
199. 6.' (118)
AlcohoIO\"eruse 1994 5.9(118)
(QI2)
1998 2.5(118)
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Table: 3-'.4: Pene.lace oflhe Pop.blio. Durial tIM: Yean 1994.ad 1998
Wi••• Co_biRario. ofSdKted Risk fadon
Numbtt of Risk Factors y= %ofPopuiation
(n'"1I8)
o Risk Factors 1994 18.6
1998 18.6
Major Risk Factors- 1994 41.5
I Risk Factor
1998 53.4
1 Risk Factors 199' 15.3
1998 11.7
3 Risk Factors 1994 1.7
1998 0.8
Other Risk Faclors-- 199' 51.7
I Risk Factors
1998 49.2
1 Risk FaclOrs 1994 11.9
1998 12.7
-Major Risk Factors: smoking. high cholesterol (~S.2). high blood pressure
t 140190)
uQlher Risk Factors: 8MI h17). sedentary
;0
TabkJ.J.S: Comp.,ison orille Pnulna erRisk radon ror RCMP
aDd tbe Newfouadl..d Pop.lIItio.·
Risk Factor RCMP
(0"'368 males)
Ago
Ne"foundland Population
(0=858 males)
Age
s30 31-40 ,0+ Tow ,30 31-40 'l>+ Tow
Smoking 0.6 U 13.8 19.1 16.4 12.9 7.5 36.8
Hypertension (140190) 0.0 4.5 11.5 16.0 7.3 '.6 6.' 22.7
Ek\'ated Cholesterol 0.0 17.2 40.9 58.1 10.9 18.0 12.4 41.J
\.:5.~)
Ohesity (8MI ~27) 0.6 18.1 41.5 60.2 16.3 17.8 12.5 46.7
Sedentary 0.5 6.3 15.1 22.0 13.9 16.7 10.4 41.7
°Th.: Ne\\foundland population "'las weighted for the risk faclors and age so thai they
could be compared to the RCMP population.
Table 3J.6: Peneatace .fthe RCMP aDd Nnrf...dl..d Male Pop.brioas
~'ilh a C.-biDatie. ofSdcdcd Risk Fadon
Risk Factor ReMP NewfOlmdland Population
(n"'368ma1es) (n=858 males)
Age Age
dO 31-40 4{}+ Total s30 31-40 4<>+ Total
oRisk Factors 0.5 7.9 7.9 16.4 8.2 4.7 1.6 14.5
Major Risk Factors-
1 Risk Factor 0.5 14.5 26.6 41.6 20.0 15.0 10.0 45.1
~ Risk Factors 0.0 4.1 12.6 16.7 5.2 7.1 5.2 17.7
3 Risk Factors 0.0 0.0 1.9 1.9 0.' 2.4 1.4 4.7
Other Risk
Factors" 0.5 17.5 35.1 5].2 17.4 17.2 9.' 44.4
I Risk Factor
~ Risk Factors 0.3 ,., 10.4 14.0 5.~ 7.3 6.1 18.6
-Major Risk Factors: smoking. high cholesterol (:25.2). high blood presswe(I40J901
--Other Risk Factors: bmi (:227). sedentary
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T.blc 3.3.7: Cornl.tions Ikn.·et:n Nq:.tin He.Utlllndolon
Necati\'e Health Indicators , ;. 4. 5. 6.
t. High Blood Pressure
(Sys.'Dia z: 14OJQO)
(Physical E.xam)
2. EIe\"ilted Cholesterol .140-
1<,:5.2)
IBlood Test)
3. Obesity lBMI~27) .155-- .2IS--
lPhysical'Exam)
~. Smoking (QI [) -.043
.06' .012
5. Physicallnacth'jty -.010 .083 .075 .OS4
IQIS)
6. Unhealthy Eating (Q27) .117- .022 .057 -.002 -.01~
7. Alcohol Overuse (QI2) -.021 .111- .039 .051 .034 .018
•• Correlation IS sIgnificant alUle 0.01 Ie\el (2-taIled).
• Correlation is significant at the 0.05 le\'el (2-tailed).
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JA Posilin Health Indicalon
The PHA includes a nwnber of questions lhat have been defined as positive health
indicaton and include the following: perceprions of ideal weight. nonnal blood pressure.
nonnal blood sugar. normal cholesterol. good physical health. good emotional health and
good physical fitness to do front line operational policing. This section ....ill describe the
members' perceptions regarding their overall health,
T:1ble 3.4,1 describes the prevalence ofpositi,'e health indicators by sex and age.
On all but one ofme indicators. more than 89"11 of the members reponed~'~-erc in
good o"erall health and capable of perfonning their front line police work, How~vcr.
only .wo, of the members felt their weight to be ideal. In looking a1 age and sex
difference. significantly fewer, older members felt their weight was ideal (X:"13.150.
df=<!. p-O.OOI). thai they had nonnal cholesterol (X:~14.386. df=2. p"'O.OOll. and that
they had good physical health (X:-7.144. df<-2, p=O.028).
T:lble 3.4.2 looks alUle changes in the members' views of their overall health
between 1994 and 1998. Owing this period of time, there .....as 00 significant change in
the memben;' ,.~"'S.
Correlations between positive health indicators arc: sho~n in Table 3.4.3. 1be
strongest significant associations. while small. were between the members .....ho felt they
were physically fillo do frontline operational policing and lhose ....ho felt they were in
good emotional health (r=.25J)
Table 3.4.1: Percenlage ofPopulatioa Wilb Posilin He.llb In.dicalon
b~' Sell: aad Age
Positive Health Sex Ag, To<o'
IndiealOrs (" %(n)
(PHAQuestlon) >30 31·40 ;::41
'V.(n) 'Y.n) % n)
IdeaJweight M(I;7) 26.1 45.2 28.7 43.7(359)
(QI9)
F(23) 60.9 30.4 '.7 46.9(49)
To<o' 55.6(99) 47.0(166) 32.9(143) 44.1 (408)
Normal blood pressure M(32I) 19.6 42.1 38.3 96.1 (334)
(Q:!O)
F(45) 57.8 26.7 15.6 100.0 (4S)
To<o' IOO.O(89) 97.4(151) 93.5(139) 96.6 (379)
Norma! blood sugar M(297) 18.2 43.8 38.0 98.0(303)
(Q:!!)
54.8 28.6 16.7F{-l2) 100.0(42)
Toial 100(77) 99.3(143) 96.0(125) 98.3(345)
Normal cholesterol M(266) 19.5 43.6 36.8 87.5(304)(Q:m
57.1 28.6 14.3F(42) 100.0(42)
T<>Ia' 97.4(78) 91.4(140) 11.3(12') 89.0(346)
Good ph~'sical health M(342) 20.8 42.4 36.8 94.2(363)
(Q:!4)
59.6 27.7 12.8F(47) 9S.9(49)
T<>IaI 99.0(100) 94.6(167) 91.0(145) 94.4(412)
Good emotional health M(354) 20.1 42.7 37.3 97.3 (364)
Q25)
55.3 29.8 14.9F(47) 95.9(49)
To<o' 97.0(100) 91.2(168) 95.9(145) 97.1 (413)
PhysicaJly fit to do front M(355) 19.7 43.1 37.2 97.5(364)
Iineoperationa[ policing
F(49) 57.[ 28.6 [4.3 100.0(49)(Q261
Total 98.0(100) 99.4(168) 95.9(145) 97.1(413)
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Table 3.4.2: Percenlage (0/.) oflhe Population Who Had a PHA Durinllbe Yean
1994 and 1998 wilh Posi1i\'e Heallh I.dicalon
Positive Health Indicators y,,,, ~'::(PHA Questionl
Ideal Weight 1994 462(117)
(Q19l
1998 422(116)
Nonnal blood pressure 199. 972(101)
(Q20)
1998 92.4(105)
Nonnal blood sugar 199. 95.7(94)
(Q211
1998 98.9(92)
Nonnal cholesterol 199. 83.0(94)
(Q22)
1998 78.6(98)
Good physical health 1994 94.9(118)
(Q24)
1998 96.6(116)
Good emotional health 1994 97.5(118)
(Q25l
1998 97.4(116)
Physically fit to do front 199. 96.6(114)
line operational policing
(Q26l 1998 97.4(114)
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Table 3.~.J: Cornlatioas Bdwen Positin Unit. I.dicalon
Ne1!ative Health Indicators _. ;. 4. 3. 6.
I. Ideal weight (QI9)
, ~ormalblood~ .114·
tQ201
>. Normal blood sugar .0SI ·.024
(021)
4. Normal cholesterol .107· .OS4 .103
(Q~~l
5. Good physical health -.OS9 .156·· -.032 .IIS*
(0~4l
6. Good emotional health -.038 ·.031 -.020 .069 .156--
IQ~51
7. Ph~'sically lit to do front ·.033 -.029 -.OIS -.047 .253·· .112··
line operational policing
(Q~6)
•• Comlauon IS significant 31 the 0.01 level (2-1a.lled).
• Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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3.5 P~'chologicsl Symploas
The PI-IA. has 15 qtJeSlions that pro,ide feedback 10 the designated physician
about underlying psychological stressors. Table 3.5.1 sho~'S the prevalence' ofmembm
answering positively to these qutStions. Although onl)' 3% ofthcm (elf they wm:
emotionally unhealthy, 42% oflhe members reponed being exposed to psychologicall)"
lrtIumatizing events and 31'1. reponed ha,ing felt tense or ner...ous. In analyzing the
questions as a group. 58% of the members had answered positively to three or more
questions. The only question ....itich showed any significant difference between sex and
age was that concerned ....;th energy levels. The females wcre significantly tX'=4.604.
df~l. p=O.0321 more likely to have noticed a change in their energy levels. as well as the
younl;cr members (X:=8.0 12. df=2. p=O.O18).
Table 3.5.2 sho....'S any change in the indicators for p5}·chological strcssors
between \994 and \998. There were no changes for the question asking about the
members' perception of their emotional health. Ho.....e...er. there .....as a significant
da:rease in the nwnber of membm answering positively 10 change in .....eight (x::~.376.
df:l. p:O.OI:!). exposUtt$ to contagious diseases (X:~5.994, dr-I, p=O.OI4) and feel "CT)'
tense or nervous (X~.049, d~l. ~.(44).
Table 3.5.3 shows the correlations between indicators for psychological stressors.
The strongest associations, while small. wm: between recently felt very frustrated and
feel very tense or nervous (r-.286); and recently felt very frustrated and recently felt very
angry (r=.338), Other significant associations were between:
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- noticed any change in energy le\"e1 and noticed any change in weight (F.252):
- cmolional heaIthand serious personal problems (rsEa):
• ~motional health and change in energy level (r-.248):
• helpless and personal problems (r=.202):
- helpless and emotional health (F.230):
- recently felt vel)· angry and feel very tense of nervous (r=.218):
• and ull: to a counsellor and emotional health (p.220).
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T.bk 3.5.1: Pern.tace of Pop.laOoa With I.dinton for
P~'dllolocialSy.pl~' by Sea _lid Ace:
Psythologial~ 5<. A., T'"
I'>
s30%1n) 114O'!HII) l41~~{Il)
%(11)
~,tho~jaj cOS) MlIS.l) :!O.I .... 34.4 "2.4(l6l)
I~OOI.inl1- inc:idm~\'iolnlt
FOI) 61.1 HJ S.• 36.7(49)irKide:nts.. disc:o\'~'of dad
bodiesl T""" 43.4(99) 44.6 (16I) 37.2(145) 41.7(412)
SutTeredany seriovs M(76) 11.1 39.5 39.5 2LO(362)
pmonat problems lQ11
F(l:!) 15.0 15.0 0.0 2.s.o(41)
To." 2U(101) 19.1(167) 21.1(142) 21.5(410)
No!iud any change in M(11S) 15.6 43.1 31.2 34.2065)
wei~h!(QSl
F(191 lLt 11.1 11.1(49)
T""" 42.6(101) 34.5(161) 29.7 (14S) 14.1(414)
NOlic:ed an~ cllange in M(641 16.6 40.6 31.1 17.7{)(il)
enrrg~ I~,'el 1(JQ1
Fi'S) ".0 10.0 0.0 30.6 (49)
T""" 21.1(101) 11.4(167} 14.1(142) 19.3(410)
(h'~ofalcollol(Q'1) M(l7) 11.1 29.4 SU 4.7(J6S)
Fell 100.0 0.0 0.0 2.0(49)
T""" 3.0(101) 3.0(161) 6.9(145) 4.3(414)
bposurelOtOlll3Jious M(97) :!O.6 "'H 3->.0 26.1(65)
di~tQl31
FUI) 63.6 36.01 0.0 22.4(49)
T""" 26.7(101) 21.6(161) 22.1(145) 2U(414)
Consider~OlI~lrnOllobe MOO) 10.1 30.0 2.1(364)
in good m1<xional hcaJth
F(l) 100.0 0.0 0.0 4.1(49)IQ15)
T""" Hl(IOO) 1.1(161) 4.1 (14S) 2.9(413)
Periods when you feet M(17) 23.5 47.1 29.4 4.7(365)
helplns(02Q)
75'.0 0.0 25,0F(4) 1.2(4\1)
T""" 6.9(101) 4.'(161) ".1(145) 5.1(414)
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Psy(holosieal~ S..
'"
...,
("
~~(TlI 31-40%(11) 241~(n)
%(D)
Feel\·~lmseorntf'.·O\lS MClI5) "'., 365 31.5(30)
(030)
F(13I H.I 3S5 7.7 26.5(49)
.OU! 26.7(101) 34.5(161) 29.7(145) 30.9(414)
Recentl} felt \'ef)' angry M(36) 33. 472 9.9()6S)
(031)
F(1l 7l.J 21.6 14.](49)
.OU! 11.9(\01) '.3(161) 11.7(145) 10.4(.4\4)
Recentl} feltvt1")o fi'ustraled M(691 IS.9 J3.S 40.' 19.0(364)
103~1
FOO) ".0 20.0 20.0 20.4(49)
.OU! 16.1(101) 192(167) 20.7(145) 19.1 (4JJ)
~cho~ic:aJO(cmolionIl M(~I 00 0.0 10CI.0 0.j(36S)
problmt}Ollmilyltilve
FIl) 100.0 0.0 0.0 2..0(49)rOfiouenf03Jl
.ou! 1.0(101) 0.0(\61) 1.404S} 0.1(414)
Tillkloilcounselloror M(J) 100.0 00 1.1(36"
ps}'chologisl(035j
F(2) 100.0 0.0 0.0 4.1(49)
'ou' 2.0(101) 2.4(161) 0.0 (I.U) \.4(414)
You or fiUTlily memoo M(J8) ~:!.9 37.S 39.6 1J..2(36S)
suffCTrromcltronicmed.ical
SO.O 25.0orps}tholo;italcondit)on FIJl 2S.0 1.2(49)
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.OU! 12.9(13) 11.3(19) 13.1(20) IU(U)
Any~of}'oorheJlth M(") 500 25.0 25.0 1.1(36S)
~miglllrnll'ia~-ow
Fill 100.0 0.0 0.0 2.0(49)capx~ 10 yrdy pafonn
YOllrd.U1;e,;(OJ7l
.OUI ].0(101) 0.6(161) 0.7(145) 1.2(414)
Ans"'nedposillvtlylo3or M(216) S3.J 62.3 SI.7 59.2(365)
more oft!le i1oo\'equestions
F(24) S3.6 SO.O 28.6 49.0(49)
.OU! SH(101) 61.3(161) 57-2(145) SI.O("14)
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Tablt 3.5.1: Ptn:otaCt (-I.) of the Popalatio. Who Had a PHA DtIriliC 11K
Vean 199...Dd 1998 Witlil I.dicalon for PI}'cIlo6oPca1 Sr-Ploas
Psycbological Suessors
P~dXllol1:ical (Q51
(shooting-ilH;idml$. ,'iolent incKients. diS/;(),·~· of dead bodies)
Sufferedany5C'rio...s~lproblcms(Q7)
NOlicedanychangcinwe:ighf(O&)
Noticedanychangc in energy le\'el(09)
(h'eruse of alcohol (Ol~)
Exposure to cOlltagious diseases (01 3)
Consider y'oursclf nOilo be in good cmolional health (025)
Periods ... hen you f«l helpless (029)
Recently fe!t"cryangr)'(QJI)
Rcccntly fell \-cry frustrated (OJ2)
Psychological or emolional problem )'01,1 may ha\"C forgonen (Q34)
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YOM ,t~~l
1994 "J
199' 36.'
1994 12.8
199' 10J
1994 37J
199' 222
1994 17.1
199' 13.0
1994 '.0
199' 2.5
1994 30.S
199' 16.9
1994 2J
199' 2.6
1994 2.'
199' 6.0
1994 ".7
199' 22.0
1994 12.7
199' I\.9
1994 IU
199' 27.1
1994 0.'
Psychological SlTeSSOlS y= Tooo'
% III
1998 O~
Tall,;to;l~IIorOfps~'chologisl:(Q351 199' 0.1
1998 1.7
You or famil~' member suffer from chronic medical or 1994 12.7
psychologica"l condition (Q36)
1998 11.9
Any aspect of~'our health that mighl restrict your capacity 10 199' 0.0
safcl~ perfonn your dillies (Q37)
1998 25
Answered positivclYIO 3 or more of the above questions 1994 593
1998 SL3
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3.6 ru.ctio••1Capacity
The Medical Profile of a member is assigned ~. w Health Scn;ces Officer of a
Di,'ision and pro,;des information on duty limitations and restrictions. Table 3.6.1
details the number of members who ha,'c limitations and restrictions. Within the Visual
Acuity and ~lcaring categories only I%ofthe members have been profiled as V4 and H4
respectivdy which restricts them from operational pol icc work except in emer~ency
situations. Under the Geogr:1phical Location eategor)·. 2% ofthe members had a G3
profile which required specialist care. Four percent of the members had been assigned
03 restrictions which did not prevent them from perfonning operational police ......od:
howe'·cr. they did h3.\"e some limitations to whal they could and could not do. On the
other h:ll\d. 2~' had bet-n ~5igned 04 restrictions and were not 5ubjCl:t to operational call
out. Finally. 6% of the members were not cleared (FS) (0 do Physical Ability Readiness
haluation (PARE) and therefore should have had duty restrictions placed upon them.
There nere no significant differences be'.....een sex and age for any ofthese categories of
!.he Medical Profile ,·ariables..
Table 3.6.2 identifies the changes in the Medic..i ~,cfile lTom 1994 to 1998.
There were no significant changes.
Table 3.6.3 sho.....s the correlations between functional capacity. The strongest
associations were betv..een members assigned restrictions for Occupation Restrictions
(04) and Geographic Availability of Health Care (G3) (f"".438):and Occupational Fitness
(F5) and Geographic Availability of HeaI!.h Care (G3) (r=.J97).
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Table 3.6.1: PU«lltac~of Popu"tioD Witlt (adaIon for hKtioaal Capad~'
••d Copillc by Su .... Ace:
Medical Profile s.x Ag, T...,
(,)
,3.
".... ~""I
%(0)
~'-fn) % n} % n)
Visual Acuily (V~) M(1) ... 50,0 50.0 0.6(351)
(Assigned to members in adminiSlrative
duties in which loss of vision aids will F{I) ... ... 100.0 22(46)
nOI creale a hazard to co-workm or the
public and any need to perform
policing duties would onl~' be in ToW 0.0(98) 0.6(165) L4(141) 0.7(4()4)
emer!1-encysiluations.)
Hearin!1-IH4) M(4) ... 2S.0 75.0 1.I (60)
(Hearin!1-losslKll~lerthanSOdbsin
F(O) ..• ... ... •.• (46)the bener ear in the SOO 10 ~OOO Hz
frequenc~· rangc.• ToW ... 0.6(166) 2.1(142) 1.0(406)
Gcogral)hic .'\\·ailabili~·ofHealthCan: Mil) ... SO.O 50.0 2.2(57)
(G31
F(\) ... 100.0 ... 22(46)
'Applied to a member who nms a
specialislcare.l ToW 0.0(91) 3.0(166) 2.9(139) 22(403)
(kcupational Restrictions (OJ} M(16) 1~.5 12.5 75.0 4.4(360)
(Applied to a member who suffers from
a condition that may require one or F{I) ... 100.0 ... 2.2(46)
more sub-speciali~' se....oices and will
usuall} Tequire posIing 10 an urban ToW 2..0(98) 1.1(166) 1.5(142) 42(406)
unue.1
(kcupalional Resuictions(O-Il MIS) 20.0 10.0 60.• 1.4(360)
lAssigned loa memberwhosulTm
from a condition which may resull in an F(I) ... 100.0 ... 22(46)
occurrence that threatens lhe safC'l)' of
Ihemembers...eo-workers.Ofthe Too" 1.0(91) 1.2'(166) 2.1(142) 1.5(406)public.
Occupational Fitness(FS) M(~O) 15.0 JO.O 55.0 5.1(342)
(NO! Cleared for PARE) Fm ... 50.0 50.0 4.2(41)
T...\ 3.1(98) 4.6(153) 1.6(139) 5.6(390)
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Tabk3.6.2: Pernatagt'(%) of.lle Poptllalioll Who Had. PHA O.rioClbe
Yean 19'94 ..d 1993 With I.daton (or r..diGaat Capaci'J alHl Copiac
Medical Profile
Vision (V4)
(Assigned to members in administrative duties in which loss of
vision aids ";11 not create a hazard to co-workers or the public
and 3Jly n«d to perform policing duties would only be in
emergency situations.)
Hearinc.(H4)
(Heari~g loss not greater than 50 dbs in the better eat in the 500
to ~OOO Hz frequency range.)
Geographical Availability or Health Care (G3)
(Applied to a member who needs a specialist care.)
Occupational Restrictions
(OJ)
(Applied to a member who suffers from a condition that may
require one or more sub-speciality sm.;ces and "';11 usually
require posting 10 an urban centre.)
Occupational Restrictions
(04\
(Assigned to a mcmber who suffers from a condition which may
l'l:sult in an occurrence that threatens the safety or the members.
a co-workers. or the public. .
Occupational Fitness
IFS)
INot Clear to Do PARE)
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y"" ~"'::
1994 0.9(116)
1998 0.0
1994 0.0
1998 0.0
1994 5.2 (116)
1998 4.5(110)
1994 43 (116)
1998 5.4(111)
1994 1.7(116)
1998 0.9(111)
1994 7.6(105)
1998 6.9(116)
Table 3.6.3: CornlatioDJ sm.-IrQ F.adio..' Capacity aad CltpiJtc
Ne<tati\·e Heahh Indicators V4 H4 G3 03 04
Vision (V4)
Hearing (H4) ·.009
Geographical A\·ailabiliry .182-· .154--
of Health Care (G3)
Occupational Resuictions .125· .104- .219··
(03)
Occupalional R.::suiclions -.010 -.012 .438-· -.026
(04,
Occupational Fimess tF5) -.022 .085 .199-- .397-- .150"
•• Correlation IS slgnlfkani at the 0.01 le\d (2-laJled).
• Correlation is significant al the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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3.7 Occupational Hazards
Six questions on the PHA enquire about occupational hazards to which members
haye been exposed. Table 3.7.1 describes the prevalence of the following occupational
hazards: loud noises. chemicals. injuries. near miss. psychologically traumatizing events
or physical altercations. Table 3.7.1 shows a breakdo...." of the specific types ofha:nmls
members were subjCi:ted to. Almost half(47%) ofthe members reponed that they had
be:en exposed to some kind of frequent or intermittent loud noise. The most frequent type
of noise exposure came from the firing range (46%) or a combination of noise expos~s
(40%1. Fony percent of the mcmbers had been exposed to chemicals. gasses. dusts.
allergens or fumes and 51 % of the exposures were from the firing range. Of the 20% who
reponed haying suffered an injury. 72% were a result of physical confrontation. Thirty-
two percent of the members said they had been exposed to situations where an injury was
likely to have occurred. Nearly half(-46%) were reponed as having occurred during the
line of duty and 24% were a result of motor vehicle accidents. As regards
psychologically traumatizing events 42% of the members had been exposed and 36% of
these incidents were due to sudden death. Finally. 45% of the members reported that they
had been in altercations that included resisting arrest (40'%) and line of dut)· (51%).
Significantly more males than females reported being exposed to chemicals
(1.:=3.977. df=L p==O.046). There was a significant association between age and noises
(1.==11.161. df.=l. (FO.004). injuries (1.==15.004. dr-2. p=O.OOI) and altercations
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(l~ 15.172. df.:2. p=O.OOOS). Those in the middle age category (31..<W years) reponed
less noise exposure. and older members reported fe.....er injuries and altercations.
Interestingly. when looking at the change in b3zatds sho\lon in Table 3.7.3 only
noise and chemical exposures increased between 1994 and 1998 by 2.5~. and II~.
respecti\·dy. whereas exposures to lhe other four hazards decreastd. The largest
decreases where in exposures 10 psychological traumatizing events (8.W.) and
altercations (11.5%). However. none of these changes were significantly different.
Correlations bcl.....~n occupational hazards are shO\lon in Table 3.7.4. The
slrongest associations were betv..cen: chemicals and noise (1-.466): ahercation and
psychological (1-.·n2): :Iltercation and psychological (r=.338): and psychological and
situation (r=.338).
JI
TabIeJ.7.1: Per«DtaeeofPopulatiotl Willi. O~npatiotl.1 Haurds
by Su ..dAee
Occupational Hazards Sex Age ToW
(PHA Question) (0)
<30 31-40 ,4'
%(n)
%(n) %(n) % n)
1'ioise(QI) M(176) 21.6 33.5 44.' 48.2(365)
(airpon.jetengines.
F(19) 73.7 21.1 5.3 4<>.4(47)helicopters. firing
r:1nge. snowmobiles) Tow 52.5(99) 37.5(168) 55.2(145) 47.3(412)
Chemical (Q21 M(l51) 24.5 ]4.4 41.1 41.4(365)
(chemicaIIOll:insor
F(I3) 76.9 23.1 0.0 26.5 (49)allergens)
Tolal 46.5(101) 32.7(168) 42.8(145) 39.6(414)
InjuriestQ31 M(n) 31.9 48.6 19.4 19.8 (364)
(punched. knocked OUL
F(II) 72.7 9.' 18.2 22.4 (49)bumped. in\"olwd in
motor\"e-hicle-3ccidenl) Tow 31.0(100) 21.4(168) 11.0(145) 20.1 (413)
Situation (Q~) M(111) 20.5 47.0 32.5 32-1 (364)
(where injury was
r(IJ) 46.2 23.\ 30.8 26.5(49)likdy. near miss)
Tow 29.7(101) 34.7(167) 29.0(145) 3L5 (413)
Psychological (Q5l M(154) 20.8 44.8 34.4 42.4(363)
(Shooling incidents..
\'iolenl incide-nts. F(18) 61.1 33.3 5.6 36.7 (49)
disco\"e~' of dead
Tow 43.4(99) 44.6(168) 372(145) 41.7(412)bodies)
AI!e-rcation (Q6l M(170) 25.3 48.2 26.5 46.1(364)
(physical confrontation
F(17) 58.8 29.4 11.8 35.' (48)or physically
demanding situation) Tow 53.5(99) 51.8 (87) 32.4(47) 45.4(412)
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Tabk 3.7.2: Spttific: T~'pa of Hazards EIptritDc:ed by tlte Me.-ben
Soi5c(Oll(nx 21JI
(lirport.~m!lines.bdieoplen.rLrinllWl~.
sno"'lI'Iobi~1
Chemiclls 10:1 (n-2591
Ichcmic;lltox(nsOfIIlefi.ensl
lnjuriescO;;ltnx;;JO)
tpunched. tnoo;l;ed out. bumpni ;n"oh'cc1 in motor
\ehickICcidcntl
Situltion(~)(n-;;IJ)
l ....he~injul)·"'asliJ,;el}·.ncarmi$sl
73
T}'p:ofuposurt f>a'tmtof
,,=""
Firingralge ...3
' .... I.'
ktmgines 2.6
Helicoplen 2.6
Combirwion ;;9.5
Firin;range 51.0
G~ 10.;;
D"" '-'
Fumes ,.,
Chemiuls 2.6
Hobbies ,.,
Combi~lion 18.7
lUlod;ed-out
Ph)·siczl-eonfrontalion. 71.6
MOl:or ~dljde ao:c:i6m1
-....
Fell 2.7
Binmbl'aq '-'
Sno"''II1obilc IttMknt
Training
Ii<na,< ;;.0
RiO{ ;;.0
Hostage-riot ;;.0
Shooting I.'
Line of Duty
MocorVdiidr 2~.0
Accident
Diving 2.0
Combo 10.0
P'5ychologieaIIQ5)(n-26l) Shooting:U
f§hool:ingincidcnlS.\·iolmtincidmlS.di5CO\"~·ofdead
bodies} Hostage 2.6
RiO!
Sudden-<lcath 36.0
MOCQl"Vehicie ~.6
Accident
Child 5.9
Boaliniaccidcnt 1.3
Combinuion 32.0
AIlffl:31ionl(6)(n-1191
tph~~1 confrontatiOll or phYSiC311~'demanding
situouion
Vioknl penon ,.•
39.1
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LineordLtty 512
C~bo
Tabl~ 3.7-3: P~nulac~ (e/e) oflbe Pop.1Jlrio_ WIto Had. PHA Dari_1 tlt~
Ytars 1mud 1998 With Haunts
Oct:upational Hazards y"" ToW
(PHAQucstion) I~
Noise (QI) 1994 ".I(airport. jet engines. helicopters. firing range. sno\\mobiJes)
1998 46.6
ChemicaIs{Q2) 1994 33.9
(chemical toxins or allergens)
1998 ....
Injuries (Q31 199' 16.9
(punched. knockcd out. bumped. involved in motor vehicle accident)
1998 12.7
Situ':lIion (Q4) 199' 33.3
(where injury was likely. near miss)
1998 31.4
Psychological (Q5) 1994 45.3
(shooting incidents. violent incidents. disco\'~' of dead bodies)
1998 36.4
Altercation 1Q6, 1994 47.9
(physical confrontation or physically demanding situation)
1998 36.4
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T.ble 3.7.4: CornlatiolU Betwfta Ocnpalio..1Hazards
H""'" 2. J. .. 5.
Noise(QI)
, Chemicals (Q2) .466'
J. Injuries (Qj) .050 .099'
,. Situation (0'1) .ISO·· .249·· .250··
5. Psychological (Q5) .234" .231" .219·· .323"
6. ,\ltercation(Q6) ,ns" .195·· .259·· .422·· .338"
•• Correlatlon IS slgmficant at the 0.01 le\el (2-tatled).
• Correlation is significant at the O.OS level (2-tailed).
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3.8 LiDk Be""~D Oc:cupatioDal Hazards altd Masures of Heal1b
Police htalth has betn rept)ltc:d lO bl: ntgali\'d~' impac1cd b)' the hazards
,:xpc'rienccd in lht occup3tion. The follo....ing lables show tM corTtlations ber.\·em
hazards and measW'tS of health. Table 3.8.1 sho.....s the corTtlation be1.....een morbidity and
hazards. The 1aII!es1 associations .....ere 5tt'n bet\lo~change in .....eight and injuries
(1"".1301: change in .....eight and ahercations (r=.16S):joint or back problems and injuries
1r>=.141): and joint or back problems and situation (T"'".I34t However. these conelations
were small.
Table 3.8.2 shows the correlation between nesative health indicators and hazards.
\\ltile there were a fe associations. the)' wcre too small 10 be sisnificanl.
Table 3.8.3 sho s the correlation bet.....een positive health indicators and hazards.
There were no significant associations worth noting.
Table 3.8.4 sho"""S the corTtlation betwem psychological symptoms and tuzards.
There were many associations found be1ween psychological symptoms and hazards.
Therefore. the questions .....ere analyzed as a group ofpositi\'c ans.....ers to three or more
qUCS1ions about psychological health. ThC'fC ""~ significant associations bl:rween all
hazards and psychological health. The strongest association was wilh psychological
hazards (r-'.465).
Table 3.8.5 shows the correlation between functional capacity and coping and
hazards. There were no significant associations .....onh noting.
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T.bIeJ.8.I: Cornbtio. Ikrwet. MorbKliry _ad Huuds
Morbidit~.. H.,.ro,
Noise Chern. In'uries Situa. Psvch. Alter.
Chang~ in 14~i£ht or ....-aist size .105- "HI .130-- .117- .059 .165"
CindicatorfordiabttC$..
depression - Qll
Change in energy kl'~l
.008 .010 .064 .052 .089 .106-
(indicalor for Ihnoid. chronic
infe<:lion.Q9) .
DilTitully orthang~ in urinating .073 -.042 .080 .003 -.014 .o·n
(indicatorfordiabctes-Q101
Frequent headachcs. vision ,088 .094 .001 ·.008 -.0~4 -.040
thanges.halanceproblcms.etc.
(indicator for nervous S~'stem
disorders'Ql~1
Shortness of breath. cough. 001 ·.059 .006 .10[- .073 . [O:!-
.....hc:c:zinc. etc. (indicator for
rcspirat~'discasc'QISI
Pain.~ureOrliP1tllC$$in .088 .082 .008 .101- .025 .020
yourchcst. neck. arm jaw. elC.
(indicalorcardiac:disease:·QI6)
Joinl or back ~kms. muscle .095 .101- .141" .134-- .050 -.017
.....eaknas. etc. (indicator for
musculoskeletal-OI7)
Chan!!e in more or skin changes .054 .036 .053 .077 .040 .064
orpersiSlent5Ore(indicatorfor
~in=·Q:!J)
Allergies (Q4 I)
·.032 .006 .025 .040 -.001 .090
Obc-sity (BM[~27) -.012 -.018 ·.041 -.028 .001 -.052
Hearing Loss .116- .101-
-.048 .042 .000 -.062
-- Correiallon IS sIgnificant at the 0.01 le,d (2-lalied).
- Correlation is significant at the 0.05 [evel (2-tailed).
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T.blc 3.8.2: Cornblio. 8ent·eell Ncpfive He.k" I.diaton ..d HUllnk
Negati\·e Health hxiicatOTS H=nh
Noises Chem. In'uries Situa. PS'o·c:h. Alter.
Hig.h Blood Pressure .028 ·.032 -.068 ·.024 -.036 -.OJ::!:
IS\"5lDia <: 140/q{))
IPhysical Exam l
Ele\":Ited Cholesterol .on -.009 -.051 .016 -.065 -,139-
f.d.2)
(Blood Tc:st)
Obesity (BMI .. ::m .OJ::!: -.018 -.o·n -.028 ·.001 -.052
(Phnic:31bam)
Smoking (QIII .056 .061 -.049 .O:W .052 ·.008
Physicallnac:ti\·ity IQI81 -.0\8 .ow .052 .... .029 -.046
Unhealthy Eating (Q27) .120· .10\- -.026 .123- -.001 -.006
Alcohol D\'eruse (Q12) .083
."5 .041 .085 .J::!:I· .020
.- Com:latlon 15 slgmfieant al the 0.01 level (2-taIled).
• Correlation is signifieilm at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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T.ble 3.8.3: Corftillioa Bee-'fftl Positive: He:ahllilldtcalon ..d Hazards
Positi,'e Health Indicators Ho=h
Noises Chern, In'uries Sirua. h·.ch, Alter,
Ideal weight -.036 -,020 -,022 -Jl69 -.063 .022
Nonnal blood pressure -.119· -.002 .054 .058 -.024 .076
Nonnal blood sugar -.016
.00' .063 .036 .018 -.01S
Nonnal cholesterol -.017 -.063 .027 -.077 .000 -.046
Good physical health -.025 .002 -.011 -.041 -.075 .009
Good emotional health -.010 ,022 .014 -.008 -.059 .042
Ph\"sicall\" fit 10 do front
.00' .019 -.009 -.007 .059 .036li~ ope~tional policing
•• Corrclallon IS slgmficantat the 0.01 level (2-taIled).
• Correlation is significant at the 0.05 le"d (2-tailed).
• 0
Tabte 3.8.4: Cornlatioll. Bcn."cea Ps,"cllo"l ~·.pl~saad Hazards
Psychological symptoms Hazards
Noises I Chern. Iln'wies ISitua. IPsych. rAlter.
Ans...-eret:Ipositil"elytojor
mon:oflhequeslionsre~[ed
10 psycholO£.ical health
20"'1219"1.,34" 125\" 1·...'.. 1-"" ..
•• Correlation IS slgn.fitan! at w 0.01 le\'el (2'la11~).
• COITClation is significant at me 0.05 le\'el /2·lailtd).
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T.bk 3.8~: Cornl.rion Bmrr«ll rUDmo••1C.paci~· ..d Copiac .ad Haurds
Medical Profile H"""'"
Noises Chem. In'uries Situa. PS\'ch. Alter.
Vision (V4) .031 -.070 .028 -.058 -.073 -.011
Hearing (H4) .055 -.030 -.051 -.014 -.034 .008
Geographic Availability of .023 -.020 -.077 -.030 -.026 -.070
Hcallh Care IG3)
Occupational Restrictions .120· -.045 -.076 .036 -,078 -.069
(OJ)
Oct:upational Restrictions -.076 .025 -.012 .005 -.021 -.on
{O4'
Occupational Fitness (Not -.077 -.066 .018 -.043 .024 -.085
clear for PARE)
•• CorrelalJon IS slgmficant at the 0.01 level (2-Ullledl.
• Com:I::nion is signific3n1 lit the 0.05 level (,2-tailedl.
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Chapcer4
DisawiOll
The on~raIl aim of this study "'as to describe w health of the police officers in
--B" Di"ision of the RCMP. whether their health !tad changed since the introduction of
thc PHA and whether there was an association between exposures to occupational
hazMds and an increased risk of health problems. The results of this inves!il;ation
suggesl that: the members had a higb level of heaJth on moS! measures; which there "vas
link change between 1994 and 1998; and thai ttrtain aspects of police Yowl: were
associ:ned Yoith poorer health_ Further. the results showed that the older police officers
were at risk of ha\-ing elevated risk factors for cardiovascular disease_ Equally
significam. was the finding that male police officers had higher levelsofele\'ated
cholesterol and obesity than the general male Ne....foundland population. The folJo....ing
discussion will e\'a1uate the findings in more detail. It ....ill also address limitations of the
study and pro\-ide recommendations for funher rcse~h_
4.1 Heallh
On evaluating the PHAs. w members themselves (8~/.l reponed being in good
ovem1l health. which is in line wilh Ncv.foundlanden (91%) perception of their health as
being good to excellent (National Population Health Survey. 1996197). Ninety seven
percent also reponed being in good emotional health and being happy ....ith their job. Job
satisfaction "'as much higher "ithin this cohan compared to the Canadian average of
500/0 (National Population Health Survey. 1996197). Another large study of the Canadian
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policc also found high IC\'els of work satisfaction (BrQ\.\1l. et aJ.• 1998). ~ evaluation
of functional capaci~' and coping confmncd that the cohort ",,-as health)" and able to
perfonn operational police work. For example. only 1.5'/0 oflbc cohort h3d dut)'
restrictions. Furthcr. there were no ncw reponed cases of diabetes. cardiac disease. skin
cancer. and POSt traumatic Stress syndrome. However. the resullS suggest !.hal members
are at risk for developing cardiac disease and diabetes. and/or may suITer from chronic
conditions.
The risk factors for cardiac disease considered in this study were high blood
pressure. elc\'atcd cholesterol. smoking. obcsil)'. physical inaeti\ity. unhealthy eating and
alcohol O\"l:ruse. The risk of developing cardiac disease increases synergistically as the
number of these risk factors increases (MacDonald. Joffres. Stachenko. Horlick and
Fodor. 199~; Pyoriila. el ul.. 19981, In this study of~B" Division ReMP. multiple risk
factor analysis was done for the major risk factors high blood pressure. elcvated
cholestcrol3lld smoking; and other risk factors: obesity and physical inactivity. Only
19"/, of the population had no risk factors.
Resean:h has shown that indi\iduals who have excess weighL are physically
inacti\"C. use alcohol. or ha\'e excessi\'e salt intake are more likely to develop high blood
pressure (Campbell. et al.. 1999), This work found thai there was a significant
association between those individuals ....ith high blood pressW"C and cholcsterol. obesity
and unhealthy eating. The prevalence of high blood pressure in the mcmbers was IS%
(16% of males and ·W, of females) which is less than the Canadian a\'cragc of 21% (26%
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of males and 18% offemales) (Hem Health Sl1J'\'e~·s. 1985-90). It is also much less than
the 3W. found by Franke. eN a}. (1998) in their study of311 10"''11 law enforcement cohon..
HowevCf. the RCMP's data may be under-rqIresctlled because those individuals ",ith
high blood press~which is controlled by medicalion could nol easily be identified and
confirmed.
Ele\'ated cholesterol is another major risk factor for hean disease. The rate was
found 10 be high \\ilhin our RCMP population (55%) and significantly higher among the
older members. The mtlle RCMP populalion had a significanlly higher rate of elevated
cholesterol than thc: male Ne.....foundland population. MacDonald. el a}. (1992) reponed
that the risk of ischemic heart disease doubles as the level of blood cholesterol increases
from 5.2 to 6.2 mmoi/l. risks double again for those who smoke and again doubles in the
prt.--sence of ele\'ated blood pressure. Therefore. more than half the male RCMP
population appears to ha\'C a significant risk of developing ischemic: hean disease.
The rate of smoking (19"/0) lor our RCMP male population was lower than the
3-re/o for the Ne'o\foundland male population (Ne'o\foundland Hem Health Sur....c,·. 19901.
The rate of smoking (20"/0) for 3.11 the cohon was also kss lhan the Canadian average of
29"/0 (National Population Health SUI\'C,'. 1996197). Howe\'er. it was similar to the 21%
and 23% found in Williams. et 01. (1987) and Franke. tl 01. (1996) studies respecti\'ely.
Within the RCMP population. 41 % had one major risk factor. 15% had two major
risk factors and 2% had three major risk faCIOrs. Thc male population was at greater risk
than the females as there were significant differences bety..een the multiple risk factors.
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Ele\'3.ted cholesterol ....'as also significantly associated y.ith obesity and alcohol usc.
further adding 10 the S)·nergistic effect of multiple risk factors discussed by MacDonaJd.
ct aJ. (1992).
The prevalence ofobesity among. the cohon ....'aS high at 5"';' (60-/e for males and
340/, for females) v.ith significantly more males and older members ~ing obese. The rate
also increased between 1994 and 1998 by 9% although this was not statistically
significant The prevalence of obesity for males was significanlly higher lhan the
Ne\l,foundland rate for males which was 47% (Ne\l,foundland Hean Health Survey.
1990). However. Ute resullsare similar to those reponed by Franke. etal. (1998) in their
study of retired Iowa law enforcement officers where they found Utal 55% of the officers
h3d a 8Ml >27. Frank. CI ul. (1997) also reponed in another IG-)'ear study of Iowa law
enforcement personnel that there was a rrend sho....ing an increase in body fat ....ith aging.
Pyorala.. ('I al. (1998) found th:u hyperinsulinemia ....'as associated ....ilh !he risk of a stroke
in Helsinki policemen during the 22-year follow-up. bul nol independently of other risk
factors. panicularly upper body obesity. In the ReMP population. obesity "'-as
significantly associated ",ilh cholesteroL
There are limitations to using 8MI alone to SCrttfl for obesity as il does not take
into account muscle or bone mass. In the case of the ReMP. the 8MI may be
overestimated because the population is predominantly male and males tend 10 have
increased muscle and bone mass. Fwther. 79% of the members reponed parlicipaling in
regular physical activit)" and 91% of the members reponed eating healthy which would
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also support the argwnent for an increased muscle and bone mass in the population.
There ....as also a significant decrease in the number of members (15%) who reponed that
there weight had increased beNo'een 1994 and 1998.
Less than 1% of the members had diagnosed diabetes 10lInich is less than the
Canadian average of3% (Federal. Pro\-incial and Territorial Ad\i.sofJ' Committee: on
Population Health. 1999). Franl:.e. er al. (1998) reponed that 13% of the 10...."3.la.....
enforcement officers had diabetes. Once again. lookin~:11multiple risk factors. 5~. of
the members had a 8Ml of ~17. 35% reponed they had a change in .....eight and 55% had
elevated cholesterol. all of which may contribute to the development of diabetes. Funher
concerns arise because the mean age of the members is 37. and significantly more of the
older members were obese. had ele\"3.ted cholesterol and high blood pressure.
However. lhere may he some protection from diabetes since only 21 'I. of the
population reponed being physically inactive. This is far belo..... the Canadian average of
57",. and the 10...."3. ta..... enfolttment per.;onnel average of50% (National Population
Health Sun.~·. 1996197: franl:.e.efal. (1997). Howe\·er. it is similar to the 23'1. found by
Richmond. ('/ al. (1998) in their study ofNe..... South WaJes police and to the 30% fO\IDd
by Williams. el 01. (1987) in their study ofmaJe police officers.
There are 1"'"0 reasons thaI the level of reponed ph~'sical inactivity in this
population is unlikeJ~' to be undet estimated. First.. the members have been well educaled
on what regular physical activity mca'lS. both during their training to become a police
officer and in subsequent health promotion opportunities. Second. similar findings were
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found in a back pain study done on tit(: RCMP. in \\.IDch 75% of the members reponed
that they accwnulated j Of more hourslwm of physical activity (Brown. rt al.• 1998).
Con~' to populat Mlief. OVef'JSe of alcohol was reponed to be at 4% which was
similar to the Can3dian aVer.1gr oflW. (National Population Health Survey. 1996197). It
is also considerably lower than that found by Richmond. e/ aJ. (1998) in their study of
~ew South Y':a1es police where they reponed that 440/. of polite officers drank alcohol
excessively.
There were three indicators for chronic conditions which are worth noting. First.
30% of the members reponed suffering from allergies or asthma. There is no breal.:do\\.TI
of the typ.: of alleq;;ies or asthma. Howe\·er. in the stud)' of the respiratory symptoms of
RCMP forensic identification group by Tronier. e/ al. (1m). they reponed that j% of the
control group had asthma or lung problems prior to joining the force and thai 260/. of the
control group had hay fever. The ratC' is higher than the Ne\\.foundland aVC'l'age for non-
food/food allergies of 1~/. (National Population Health Survey. 1996197).
Second. 330/. of the members reponed having dC'\'e1oped a joint or back problem
whereas in a pre\'ious Sludydone on back pain in the ReMP. 76% of the members
reponed suffC'ring from a chronic or recurring low back problem within the past ~'ear
(Bro\\.TI. et al. 19981. However. thC' prevalence of back pain in the N~foundland
population is only II % (National Population Health Surve:y. 1996197).
Finally. the prevalence of hearing loss in the cohon was 22% and significantly
more of the older members had a hearing loss, The prevalence of hearing loss in Canada
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is approximately 4% (Statistics Canada. 1992)_ In the United States. the pre\"3.Ience of
hearing loss of individuals between the ages of 45 and 64 years is 14% (Benson and
M3t3llO. 1998). Therefore. it appears that the RCMP has a significanl amounl of heariil~
loss. However. age may be a confounding variable which makes the loss appear more
significanL
Although all thr« chronic conditions increased during the period 1994 to 1998.
none were significanL However. given that the population is aging this would be an
expected (fend o\-er the coming years_
".1 Occupalion.' Haurds
On reviewing the literature there are few sludies that provide details on the types
of occupational hazards 10 which police are exposed. One of the few studies was
conducted in New South \Vales by E\<lilS (1994). This sludy provides an opportunity to
add to the literat~. The majority of noise 146%) and chemical exposures (51 "'oJ came
from the firing range. Members are required to rcqualify for their firearms on a yearly
basis and it is recommended Ihe)- practice \l.ith their firearms regularly. 1be PHA does
not identify the police car as a potential noise exposutt and therefore members did nOI
identify it. However. the police car has 1\1,,0 sourees of noise eXposure and one sowu of
chemical exposure which should not be o\-erlooked. The siren and radio are both sources
of loud noise which the members are exposed too on a regular basis_ The radar is a
hazard which the highway patrOl members are exposed too regularly and other members
less frequently.
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The pre\"3.lence of injuries in this cohort was 200/. as compared to the New South
Y,'a1es Police Force "nose injury r.1te was 4{}-/1J while on duty (Evans. 1994). The
majority (72%) of the injuries "-ere a re:sull of physical confrontation which is higher than
that reponed by E,,'lltlS (1m) which was 51"•. Founecn per«nt ofinjuries rqxJrted
".~ 3. result of motor \"~hicleaccidents whil~ Evans (1994) reported 21 %. The accident
repon files "ithin the Division were not up to date for the period of this study 50 no
comparison could be made.
Thirty (wo perc~nt of the members were subjected to situations where they could
have been injured or had a near miss. The New South Wal~s Police Forces report a 20%
chance of an officer being assaulted (E,·ans. 1994). While the majority of the situations
were reported as in the Iinc of duty (46%). 14% were a result ofa motor vehide accident.
Bro\\1\. l'l of. (1998) reported thai 10'/. of the RCMP members in their study e.xperienced
an accident in the police c::u. In many respects. it is surprising lhat there are not more
motor whicle 3Ccidents gh-en the fact that the police spend 50 much time in lhcir cruisers.
II "ill be inleresting to see if the incidence of motor vehide accidents increases gi"en that
the membeTs now~' lap tops in their cars and are expected 10 spend tl\(: majori~' of
their time working. from their vehides.
The prevalence of-B" Division's exposUfCS to psychologically disturbing. events
was 4:!% which is close to that reponed by Brm,"" el af. (1998) for the RCMP of 47%.
The types of exposures were varied but the most cited reason was sudden-d~ath (36%).
The types of psychological exposures would vary across the RCMP. depending on the
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.....hether the member "'as stationed in a northern posting. small community or large urban
Finally. the lastex~ was altm:ations \\tlich may inyoh'e physical
confrontation or physically demanding situations, Once again the reponed preYaJ~of
-8- Dh'ision members was 45% which is similar to that reponed by Bro"TI et aJ, (1998)
in th~ir study of RCMP of 4~1e, In comparing the alten::ations 10 injuries. any member
In\"O[,'ed in an altercation had a 60% chance of being injured.
~nile there were no significam changes in exposures to occupational hazMds
belween 1994 and 1998, there may be trends 10 walch for in the futurc which could have a
negative or positive impact on the health of the members, For example if noise and
ch~micaJ exposures continue to increase then diligence on the part of the members in
wearing proletti\'e equipment "ill be imporunl.
4.3 Rel.tionship 8cht'«D O«:upalio••1Haunts aDd Hnllil
One of the: aims of !his study was 10 determine if ill link could be made betv.~
occupational hazards and health. In tarI)'ing out colTtlations bem.~ the occupational
hazards and measures ofheaJth the one area of health \\tlich had a large number of
associations was psychological symplOms. When the psychological symptoms were
grouped into 3 or more positi,'e answers 10 the questions and analyzed for associations
"ilh hazards there was a significant associalion among all. The strongest association was
\\iLh psychological hazards. This suggests that police work may have a negative effect on
the psychological heallh of Ihe members. Mearns and Mauch (1998) in Iheir study of
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police officers did find that high levels ofjob stress \\'ere associated ....ith greater physical
and emotional distreSS. HO\\'ever. self..-reported emotional health of this cohon ....'35
reported to be good by 91"1. of the members and only 1% of the members asked to be
referred 10 a counsellor or psychologist. Health Sef,.i~of"8- Dhision repon an
increaso: in the COSl$ of psychological 5er\;ces and in the nwnber of members seeking
counselling. As .....ell. the RCMP offers critical incidenl StresS debriefing after e\·ery
critical incident and they psychologically lest all members and families being posted to
isolated detachments.
As discussed e3J'lier. 33% oflhe members reponed joint or back problems. There
were a number of significanl associalions belween these problems and exposures to
noises. injuries. situations and altercalions. As E,·ans (1994) reponed in his study of
South Wales police force. there is a ~~ chance of being injured while on dut}·. Given
the nalure of police .....ork being injmed while on duty would be expecled and v~'
difficult to avoid.
Hearing loss "as significantly associated \\ith expos~ 10 noises and chemicals
and older members were significantly more likely to report a hearing loss. Exposure to
the firing range may be associated "ith the hearing loss since it was the major t}'pe of
exposure for both noises and chemicals, Since the 19705. the RCMP has required
members to wear hearing protection while on the firing range. This may be one reason
why the older members had a higher level of reported hearing loss.
.,
Finally. determininf! if there is a link between the preval~ of cardiac and
diabetes risk factors is challenging. <knerally. these factors are related to individual
lifestyles. However.lhere is increasing e-.;dence thalshiftwork and stress may contribute
to cardio\·ascular disease. Type II diabetes and obesity (Ely 1995: Glazner. 1991: Harma.
19%: Nakamura. clal. 1998: Phillips 1991: Siebenaler. 1991). However. there were
significant associations between changes in weight and noises. injuries. situations and
ahcn::3tions: unhealthy eating and noises. chemicals and situations: and shortness of
breath and situations and altercations. Tbese associations do suggest thai perhaps
occupational hazards do have a ~ati\·e impact on the risk factors for cardiac disease and
diabetes.
....... Othu Facton Innu~ndngPoli" ""lib
As noted earlier. an individuars health is detennined b~· many factors. such as
<."mployment 3Ild working conditions. health services. income 3Ild social Status. social
suppon networks. education. physical environments. biology 3Ild genetic endo\\ment. and
persoll3l health practices and coping skills. The results of this study found that
employment and working conditions had limited associations 'o\ith the health of the
RCMP. Therefore. it is important to consider-olher detenninants ofheaJlh to gain funher
insight into why lhe members had a high level ofheallh.
........ 1 He-Ilh Sen·ictl
The RCMP is a federal police force in Canada which has in place a Health
Services Section that is responsible for health monitoring and delivery of services. lbc
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sysh:m of delivel}- is organized on 3. Divisional or pro\'inci:l1le\'cl. and each di\ision has
3. Health Scf\ices Section ~ponsible for ensuring RCMP officers are -fit for duty and fit
for life_- E.3ch occupational health team is made up ofa hea1th sm.ices officer
(physician)_ a psychologiSL 3. health and safety achisor. an occupational health nurse. a
fitness and lifest}'le ad"isor:met a member/employee assistance coordinator. 1be Health
Services Sections operate separ.uely. but they follow policy set by the RCMP He:l1lh
Services Director.lIe th3.t is housed in Onawa_ The Directorate has a similar make·up to
the He3.lth Services in the Divisions. Therefore. members have access to exceptional
health care. although their health is not always monitored regularly on a consistent basis
throughout the RCMP_
-1.-1.2 Intome and Social Stalus
Clearly. since the most imponanl determinant of health is -income and soci:l1
status'. and the fact that members are fairly high up the income and social hierarchy scale.
the consequences for health should be positi,·e. The a'-erage salary ofa constable rank
member is S56.l)OO~-e:ar and officer rani>: member is S8J.OOO/year. This is well abo'-e the
~e\\foundland average income of519.710 (National Population Health Survey. 1996197).
The ReMP is one ofCanada's national symbols and the)· tend to be respected.
-I.-IJ SlH:ia' Support Neht·orks
Because of the nature of the RCMP. members are IIanSferred throughout the Force
on a regular basis (as often as every six months. 2 years. 5 years. to some staying in one
place for many years). Therefore. members are continuall)' uprooted from family and
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fri~nds. The RCMP as an organization dOl:S tl). to creat~ c10sr social support n~tworks
for its members and close links \\1th surrounding communities. However. whil~ some
members and th~ir f:unilies thrive on this rypeoflif~style. others find it more disruptive.
isolating and challenging.
".•U Education
Health status is aJso link~ \\1th level of~ueation. In an unpublished study of
health pr3clices in one Division of the RCMP. 6<W, of survey respondents had a
uni\"ersityfcoll~ge level of~ucation compared "1th only 1001, of th~ Newfoundland
population having completed university. The RCMP. has a Tr3ining Section in OUawa
and in each Division. Ihat is responsible for the continuing education of its employccs.
This tr3ining is multi-facet~ and includes a \\ide range oflopics. such as drug
in\'csrigative techniques. forensic identification. intelligence analysis. major case
m:magemem and so on. There is also support for uni\'ersi~' training. Such ~ucal.ional
opportunities likely ~nhance health Slatus.
" •.&.5 Ph~"Sical [n\·iron..eatJ
The RCMP h3s an Occupational Health and Safety Section dedical~ to cnfoccing
the Canada labour code laws and improving the 'physical environments' members Ii\'e
and work in. The physical cnvironmenls. such as air. water and soil quality; and housing
and workplace safely are nOI always ideal bet:ause of the isolat~ communities
detachments and force housing are siluated in. Where possible the RCMP will try to
~nsure the environments are improved and at acceptable standards. However.lhere are
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times when lhis has not happened and members and lheir family's heallh has deteriorate'd
beouse ofiL VeL o\-erall, these services that do not exist for the general. population
likely do ha"e a positive impact on health of the membus of the RCMP.
4,4,6 Biology aad GeDelic EadO'l" ..eal
An individual's biolo~' and getKtic endowment aresc~ during the
application process to join the RCMP, Any person "ith predisposing factors (colour
blindness. hearing loss, ele.) which may impact on their ability 10 perform operational
police work is prevented from joining, Alone time, the Force also had height and gender
restrictions. However. these have long since been changed, When a member does
develop a health problem. such as diabetes. hearing or vision toss or musculoskeletal
problems which would impact their ability to perform police work, they are medically
discharged from the RCMP,
4.4.7 Pennal Hallh Praeti«'s aad COpiDC Skills
Despite these advantages. the actual health practices of some police officers may
produce ncgati\'e- health outcomes. Living in isolated communities and working
sh.iftworl: do not always m3kc it easy for some individuals to cope. be physically active or
cat healthy. Recognizing these challenges. the Health Se-rvices Section has staff who
e~' out a ,'ariety of health promotion efforts designe'd to enhance healthy choices and
lifes~·'es.
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4.5 Limitarioas
"l"hcTe arc a number of limitations \\ith this study which should be addressed. The
PHA. as noted earlier. was not designed for statistical analysis. It was designed to
c\'o.lwtc the occupational health of police officers to determine their fitness for duty.
Therefore. not all of the data on the PHA was suitable for data analysis or provided
sufficient detail to provide useful information. These limitations were oot readily
apparent because the PHAs had not been entered into the HSIS. A considerable amount
of time \\"3$ spent inputting the questionnaires into SPSS and then filtering and
manipulating the data for analysis. Information on some aspects of the health of the
members may have been lost because of the inability to do analysis on it.
Because the PHAs were not consistenlly administered to all members. one year
could not be chosen to evaluate the cohon. To overcome this problem. one PHA from
each member was used in the analysis of the cohon as a whole. This also greatly reduced
the numbers of PHAs available for the longitudinal study. The reduced numbers and
timdrame of five years may have accounted for the limited number of demonstrable
chang.es 0\"Cr time in the health of the members.
A comparati\·e study \\,ith other police forces may be difficult because of
restricted access to medical files. The data available from other police forces may oot be
similar thus making comparisons· difficult.
Are the results transferrable across to other Divisions? Previous research by the
ReMP lends to suppon that the results are transferrable, The members can be transferred
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between Divisions on a Tql:ulat tmis (minimum of e'\'ery two years) and Ihc population in
"B- Di"'ision therefore is not homogenous 10 jlb' Ne'\lIfoundland. HO...."e'\"Cf. given that
the type of police work and the communities policed betv.·~n Divisions isdiffcrent. there
may be \'ananccs in the findings.
Since there was multiple testing of differences. cenain of the significant findings
may ha"'e emerged due to chance. However. this study was not concerned about
panicuJar individual differences. hut t3thcr about Ihc general pattern which indicated that
while the members oflhc Dh'ision are generally healthy. a certain population ha\'e a
number of CHD risk factors which increased ....ith age.
One must: also consider that there may be a selection bias in Ihc stud)". The
carlic~t PHAs were used for the: cross-sectional stud)' which may have reduced the
opportunity to identify the effects of work exposure on the health of the participants.
Also thc 10ngilUdinai study was limited to those members who had PHAs carned out
thl"« times and therefore. the number of sample to be analysed was smaller and may not
ha"'e: been as representative as it could have been ifthc:re had been more numbers.
".6 Rttoltullcadarions
Est3blishing what me3SW"CSofhea.lth would be used in this study of police tlca1th
"--as challenging. However. b)' using Raeburn and Roolman's expanded health field
concept and incorporating the measures of health into Polanyi. et af.·s model for
dctcnninants of health in the workplace a model for measuring police health was
dcveloped. It is recommended that the model proposed in Figure 1,3.1 for measuring
9'
poli~ health be~ by other in\"estigators 'when canying out research in this area. 11
""Ould ensure thai thett were sYSlematic collection. analysis and inlCTpl'etalion of police
health dau and delermilWlts of police health.
Is il worthwhile and cost effccti\·~ for the ReMP to be administering PHAs ~vel')'
N,"O Y~:' Gh"en that there ....~ f~w changes in the overall health ofthc members in the
five years of this study further evaluation is recommended. It may be worthwhile to do
PHAs less often except for isolated poSlings and spceiality tearns,
Recommendations have been mad~ to help improv~ the PHA for data analysis and
pro\"ide funher details on health and occupational hazards, Waist girth measures should
be added to the physical examination because this would provide greater information in
counselling members who are o~. II would also provide furthcrdata for analysing the
extent of obesity \\ithin the ReMP. In the section on occupational hazards. the exacl
types of exposures the member has encountered should be ~ordcd along ....ith the types
of injuries or traum3 ~' experienced.
.'\naIysis of the sick Iea\'~ and accident reportS could nol be carried oUi becaus.:
the information was not readily available or up 10 date. This is being rectified and it is
recommended that it be complcled as quickly as possible and kept up to date. Any trends
in sick lca\'c use or accidents should be investigated.
Since there is onl~' anecdotal information from Health Services that the sick leave
and psychological services for stress related problems arc increasing. it is rccommend~d
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thai the sick lea,\'e and psychological services costs be analysed 10 delermine if in fact
there isa problem.
Tbe PHAs sm~ as ~ing tool for health problems among the RCMP,
Therdore. il is imperative that all members receive their PHA every IWoyears. If this
docs not happen then the purpose of the PHA is ineffecti\'e. Because~ were a
significant number of members ""ith risk factors for heart disease and diabetes and
chronic conditions and that the population is aging. it is recommended that all PHAs be
evalualed by Health ~f\'ices nurse or HSO as the)' are received and compared to
prc\'ious PHAs, This can e:1Sily be done once PHAs are being entered into the HSIS on a
regular basis, Until this occurs. manual review oflhe PHAs is recommended. Members
\\ith any indicators for health problems or number of risk factors for diabetes. thyroid
problems and cardiovascular disease should be notified and their medical files nagged for
follow·up, They should be referred 10 the appropriale health professional ""ithin the
Health Senices unit or 100 outside agencies where needed.
Tbere are a number of areasw~ furthtt research is recommended. First.
f'eSl:arch into the impact of shifrwork (including 1M impact on sleep. exercise habits.
eating habits and wort habits). on the health. especially cardio\'a..ceular risk factors. of the
members should be undertaken. Funher resean::h into the extenl ofobesity. elevated
cholesterol and high blood pressure to confinn the findings of this thesis is needed, A
thorough evaluation of the musculoskeletal health (including etiology) of the members
would pro\'ide Health Sen'ices infonnation on the extent of musculoskelela! problems.
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common work related probl~ and nttded for any rehabilitative $ttVices. Finally. the:
Health Sen;ces units pro\ide health promotion programs to the members. Resarch into
the impact of their programs on the health ofw members should be carried out and any
required changes to improve the programs be made.
'01
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